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NOTICE
 
This report was prepared to document work sponsored, by the
 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor its
 
agents the United States Department of Energy, the.United
 
States National Aeronautics and Space,Axminiatration, nor any
 
federal employees, nor any of their contractors, subccmtractors 
or their employees, make any warranty, express or implied, or 
assume any legal liability or responsibility,for the accuracy, 
completeness, or usefulness,of any information, apparatus, 
product or.process disclosed, or represent that its use would 
not infringe privately owned rights.
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SYSTEM OPERATION 	 & MAINTENANCE
 
A. 	 GENERAL
 
This is an air type solar system designed for heating during
 
the winter and is very simple to operate. Basically the system
 
is completely automatic and will function without further ad­
justment when the control switch is in the "Winter Mode" and
 
the manual override switch is in the automatic position. NOTE:
 
This siwtch must be left in the automatic position and should
 
only be changed-by an authorized serviceman. Upon conclusion
 
of the heating season, the control switch is placed in tfhe
 
Summer Mode which activates the attic fan and ventilates the
 
collector and attic. NOTE: The soffit vents located above
 
the front door must be opened in this Mode to insure adequate
 
ventilation. If the vent mode is not operating properly, an
 
alarm has been provided which guards against inadequate
 
ventilation and warns the occupant of this fact. A local
 
serviceman should then be called to rectify said problem.
 
A third switch has been provided to manually turn off the
 
attic fan during overcast days or night time and is clearly
 
marked as such. There is also a system On-Off switch which
 
controls the power to the entire system and is provided for
 
servicing the system.
 
The moving parts consist of Fans No. 1, No. 2, the attic fan, 
dampers and damper motors 1 - 5. Normally the only reason why 
the system will not operate will be be muse of the lack of 
electricity caused by a burned out fuse, or because the driving
 
belts have parted or slipped. These two faults can easily and
 
quickly be determined.
 
If the system does not shift to the proper pperating mode it
 
may be because of lack of power to the damper control systems
 
and this should be checked. (See damper maintenance section).
 
Failure of sensors or jamming of operating motors or solenoids
 
may make the dampers and the control system inoperative and
 
the serviceman should be called. (see list of authorized
 
servicemen).
 
B. FILTERS
 
Fan No. 2 is equipped with a standard fiberglass air filter
 
which should be routinely checked and-replaced when dirty.
 
(see M-4 of working drawings for filter placement). This
 
will normally be about once each month. Naturally, the air
 
filters on the cpnventional unit should be checked and replaced,
 
r 
as per usual operation. Large mesh screening filters will be
 
installed on the inlet and outlet to 'the rock storage pit and
 
these should be checked occasionaly to remove any insects or
 
other material which may have accumulated.
 
C. COLLECTORS
 
The collectors should be self cleaning if there is normal rain­
fall. However, during extended dry periods it may be necessary
 
to hose down the tops to remove accumulated dust. In all events,
 
the local serviceman should check collector cleanliness at least
 
once per month to ensure efficient operation. Periodic checks
 
for water leaks evidenced by obvious rusting and causedrby
 
Tedlar damage should be conducted. New Tedlar should be ordered
 
(see collector manufacturer) and rusted areas properly cleanied
 
and repainted. Other than this, there is very little that
 
should go wrong with the collector, although an annual inspection
 
by the local serviceman is advisable to see if anything inordinate
 
has happened.
 
D. DUCTS
 
Ducts should be checked for air leaks, cracks, or separations.
 
Duct insulation should also be checked and repaired or replaced
 
as necessary.
 
E. SITE DATA ACQUISITION
 
The Site Data Acquisition system should not be tou6hed in any
 
way. This has nothing to do with the actual operation of the
 
SEECO heating system but merely consists of a series of tempe­
rature and flow sensors which collect and transmit data to a
 
general computer processing and recording point by a private
 
telephone line which is connected to the transmitter in the
 
house.,
 
Maintenance to dampers, damper motors, fans and the control
 
panel is explained in detail in the following pages. Control
 
diagrams showing the various operating modes are also provided
 
as well as a list of servicemen to contact in the event any
 
complications should develop.
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ATTIC FAN,
 
36" VERTICAL BELT-DRIVE POULTRY FAN
 
AMCA Certified Air Deliveries. 1/2 HP, Ball Bearing, TE Motor Included 
Shipping Crate Can Serve as Installation Frame. Shipped Completely Assembled 
FN s bd rEW 
-$138.45 
~ Fhwn shippedIn stordY whisi. rateL"  s"anu beusedasimninge trai. 
SCompletely assembled 36- belt-drive ex.UMCE.,* haust fan with certified air delivery ­
craeS C by gICA. Shipped an a wood 
rcrate which is sprcall designed forWALLTSIDE fast, eaasy instalation in farm buildengs,4bs r such as poultry and livestock houses, as 
a h6wn in illustration at left- Can be 
1 .i ,oeasily sed crate installU­0 remo from for 
tonmtin factories, warehouses, green
housa . laundrieav,etc. Rugged construe.tion throughout. Deep-drawn venturi
 
frame has heavy-gauge tubular supports for vibration.
 
AIR free performance. Balanced six-wnan blade i eam
 
Se43 bossed for strength and rigidity. SeI- ninsg. sealed,
 
DyFW 60 totally ball spill1l5,E23 Hz. enclosed, bearing,
phase, Dayton motor with automatic reset thermalI protection. Cast-iron drive sheaves with belt istalled. Sturdy motor base has slotted holes to allow proper
belt adjustment when necessary. Venturi framie Is gray
enamel, blade is red finish Shpg wt. 103 Ibs-
Dayton Electric Mfg- Co. certifies that the fan shownhere is; licensed to bear the AMICA seal The ratingsWXl. OPVIN~tGS'FR.AME -J ]given are based on teats made in accordance with 
WITH 2-6 MATERIAL AMCA Standard 210 and comply with the requirements
of the AMCA Certified Ratings Program.
 
No. 3C270 fan. Retail $231 20. Each.-.... $138.45
 
CERTIFIED CFM LICENSED BY AMCA(')
 
0.0" 0.1 0.125. 0.15, 0.2r - 0.25 Fan Max.
 
SP SP 5P SP 5S SI SP RF9 8HXpit)
 
11,300 10,750 10,200 9900 9500 8750 7750 510 0.63
 
() For Ia without ducts. (I) Doe not include drive lo.ase. 7
 
O)RGNAII : 
MA IN TEN A N CE 
F0[OR - CHECK WIRING FOR SECURE CONNECTIONS, OILING 
IS NOT REQUIRED AS THIS MOTOR HAS SEALED
 
BEARINGS.
 
PLLLEY- CHECK-PULLEYS FOR SECURE FIT AND ALI GNMENT.
 
BELT - CHECK BELT FOR WEAR AND REPLACE AS NECESSARY.
 
ADJUST BELT TENSION MAKING SURE ALL MOTOR
 
MOUNTING BOLTS ARE SECURE UPON COMPLETION
 
OF MAINTENANCE INSPECTION.
 
FAN
 
OUSING-CHECK HOUSING FOR SECURE WALL ATTACHMENT.
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F-2 FAN MOTOR 
1/8 to 3/4 HP FURNACE & BELT-DRIVE BLOWER MOTORS 
- -" 1723 RPM, 115V, Split Phase Type. Auto. Thermal Protectic 
1 - Lowv Noise, Reductrd Starting Torque. 406C Rise, Continuous Duty 
c '0 Built for quiet. dependable service on 
. ~ ~ A ~ ~ H lwes arco dit oners, air copiersIE2=0t 247wrmarunces, belt-driven facts fld 
-1 ,.. T. and wherever a Motor having a low noise- ".level, reduced starting torque =nd low S. ... ,t ncker. Dnamically balanced rotor assembly and resilient mount­stIng ure nt 'Irqie eue trigtrurdce vibration and electrical de­
,. . signed to bring load to speed at a uniform rate. 1725 RPM, 60 Hz. 
noises. Starting windinn O 
-.. -. 
 40"C rise, continuous duty. Automatic-reset thermal protection.All angle mounting sleeve bearings. Rotation easily reversed by
NEMA 4Fira electrical reconnection. Gray finih Recograzed by UTL under the 
EMA 4rMotor Component Recognition Program. 
NEMA Load Westinip.
Volts Sar. Mount. Thstnml Fran. Amps hous. Stock ShpD.
HP RPM OHz Ina. Ing Prot. (S.-0-16) @11V_ Styis No. No. Ritl Eh Wt. 
1/8 1725 115 Sly R d Auto 48t 2.4 316PS03 61(009 ,s36,$24.71 r 
I/6 115 Read 48t 4.0 316P24 35 82 121725 Slv Auto 5K215 24.80 

1/4 1725 116 SLy Read Auto 48t 5.1 P.-p--51 K216 W65 26.71 14
1725 115 Stv Real Auto 48/56 5.1 317P103 6K463 3965 26.71 13 
- 1725 115 Sly Rcal Auto 56 5.1 317P002 6K105 39 65 26.71 14 
.1/3 1725 115 Sly Resa Auto 48t 5.9 316P759 5K257 4602 31.01 141725 115 SLy Resil Auto 48/56" 59 317P)04 6K362 46.02 31.01 15 
1725 115 Sir Resil Auto 56 £.9 317P003 6K106 46.02 31.01 15 
1/2 1725 115 Str Read Auto 58 7.2 317POO4 6K104 6443 43.41 18 
3/4 1725 115/230 Sly Rai Auto 56 11.0 312P629 5K269 8708 58.67 29 
() Nos. 6K463. 6K362 have NEMA 48 frame body mounted on NEMA, 56 [ame cradle base, have 1 W long,
Wdi.. halt .nd .re supplied with M' split steel shaft bushing
t) Mounting bae. has 48 .ndSO mounting holes. Motor st=rameheight 3'; 134 long. ia. shaft, supplied
will) W split stai shalt bush , 
MA I N T E N AN C E 
MTOR- CHECK WIRING FOR SECURE CONNECTIONS.0ILING
 
IS NOT REQUIRED AS THIS MOTOR HAS SEALED
 
BEARINGS.
 
PULLEY -CHECK PULLEY FOR SECURE FIT AND ALIGNMENT 
BELT - CHECK BELT FOR WEAR AND REPLACE AS NECESSARY, 
ADJUST BELT TENSION MAKING SURE ALL MOTOR
 
MOUNTING BOLTS ARE SECURE UPON COMPLETION
 
OF MAINTENANCE INSPECTION,
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BULLETIN
 
70 F2 BLOWER 
SINGLE INLET BELT-DRIVE DUCT BLOWERS 
Air Deliveries Based on Standard Test Codes of AMCA 
9, 10s & 1212", Single-Width, Multi-Vane Wheels 
Adjustable on-the-Job to Any Discharge Position 
Very Quiet. Adapts to Many General Applications 
L-
--
Economical single-inlet blowers with inlet unobstructed, for general 
duct ventilation, exhausting, air conditioning; processing and indus­
trial use. Comes with bottom horizontal discharge which con be 
altered on the job to any required discharge position by drilling new 
holes and rotating blower housing on base and bolting in position. 
Adjustable top motor mount quickly changed from top to rear 
mounting. 
Rugged construction of heavy gauge steel throughout. Very quiet. 
High volume at low velocity. Over-sized ball be rings for long life 
and dependable operation. Finished in baked-on gray enamel. Motor 
not included. 
Air deliveries of blowers listed below are based on standard testcodes of AMCA. 
Model 
N. 
2C887 
2C888 
(@)Overloaded 
19 , " 4/2 1/SP SP SP . P SP 
1100 1000 890 800 475 
1690 1600 1480 1370 110 
72C800, I 2 
below I" SP () Overloaded .t thus SP at speHfed HP. 
1hpg.VSP 
-
-
4 
RPM 
1000 
1000 
875 
HP 
I/4 
1/2 
1/ 
s 
Wt 
25 
36 
60 
. 
'Model Wheel 
No. Dia. 
2C887 9 
2C888 101s 
C00 12V2 
Size 
W 
4'Y 
511 
Shaft 
Dia. A B 
'/a 10A 10 
Y 12 11 
1 3/I 13V4 
C 
61/2 
8 
96 
BLOWER DI1MENSIONS 
D E F G H 
9 61316 55/ '/4+ 7Y! 
1Y2 7t16 6 146 91/6 81pi 
1 10 9 8 1/, 1o 
J 
61/4 
7 
8! 
K 
41/2 
5 
6'! 
L 
8'Y6 
9' 
13 
M 0 
7% 8/ 
9'!1/ 
11,. 12 
P 
1'/2 
1!, 
2 
R 
7% 
1 
S 
9Y& 
'ie! 
17 
_-
--
F K 
' 
IQ= E_R-DIA t 
A 0 
F-3 BOOSTER FAN 
SINGLE-INLET, 4-WAY DISCHARGE BLOWERS 
Adaptable to 4 Discharge Positions on the Job 
" 97/2 to 18 Ora. Single-Wudth Wheels 
Designed and her It for general fuel entilit-on. v, 
hausting. air ronhlizntng, and industr!al air m.uig
applcatiornq Singhe-lnkt type for quiet. effictent per 
formance Adaptable to an, o, 4 standard ellcharge,$50.72 on tI job by mccriv re-I ocitnz, a.J motor mount and 
same for each discharge posit-on Precislnn, balanced. 
single-widthNo216motorwhe,1s ononbalt bear ng ite stan td steeldiagrams. Belt sencith rcmadr% 
housings. Gray fish. Resdient-murlted. automatic reset thermah 
, rotected Dayton motor and drr.e packed separately when bloer 
ordered Complete. Request Bulletin 706. 
froaao-eo . Heavy gluge. 
b 	 SERVED DISCHARGES4 BASIC 
BOTTOM UP TOP DOWN 
HOR2ONTAL BLAST HORIZONTAL ELAST 
- -S 	 BLOWER ONLY Sh, Wt.Whel Wheel Shart Intlt Outlet I Overall Sle oss MotorandOrive LessMe 
Ol&. Width Dh, ia. 1 W H W I Stock No. Retail Each and Or, 
w9%~ 4 'I 1 "0j' lt' lO 14',' 2C986 cl 70 $50 72 22
10% 6 1 II 12- I 1' IwI8" 2C987 '7.21 582118 N
 
15% 6 U 133 13'Met 84, 211 32e, lus 208 I5112 9.8
 15 6 I 57/i 157,, e4S 251 2 22 20989 I; I 14581 47
 
18 1I" I18!j .1 3 7 h04 4C218 Pet I 180.67 ht!
 
SINGLE-INLET BLOWERS WITH MOTOR AND DRIVE 
BLOWER WITH 1725 RPM MOTOR AND DRIVE 
CFM AIR DELIVERY Mast With Automatic 
AT RPM SHOWN MOTOR DATA Thermal Protection 
Whelt Free I/l" 1/4' 318 /2" 5/6- Blow., Volts StockOi. Air SP SP SP SP SP RPM HP 60 He Tyve No. Each 
91/2 	 10g0 940 810 695 SJl ISO 926 I 1 1101 ",pht 7C808 $80.43 
1210 1075 945 85 745 i45 1030) I I 115 Spht 7C810 85.76 
1330 1205 105 080 885 yl) 1l0 I 2 1IS phplt 7C812 100.19 
10% 1360 120-51030 fn)o - 7115. I 1 I; 'plit _7Ca.4 92.47 
14SS 13flr 122n I w;!, q , . iz.7 ±A z- 17CYT816L0 93.91 Ti IS.-4 *.t, ,, .Ifl1. '.. Nit YU H187 
1935 1511 1741) 1611)I tio, 110 1, I I J I2) 'a;. 7C820 121.14 
MA 	 INTNANCE 
MTOR - CHECK WIRING FOR SECURE CONNECTIONSOILI-NG 
IS NOT REQUIRED AS THIS MOTOR HAS SEALED
 
BEARINGS,
 
PULLEY -CHECK PULLEY FOR SECURE FIT AND ALIGNMENT
 
BELT - CHECK BELT FOR WEAR AND REPLACE AS NECESSARY, 
ADJUST BELT tENSION MAKING SURE ALL MOTOR
 
MOUNTING BOLTS ARE SECURE UPON COMPLETION
 
OF MAINTENANCE INSPECTION,
 
:Lj TEMPERATURE CONTROLS. nco 
Heating and Air Conditioning Service 
7321 North Bdwv., Okla. City, Okla. 73116 
Telephone: AC 405-848-8573 
CONCHO INDIAN SCHOOL 
SOLAR PROJECT 
TC77-13 
OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE MANUAL
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This page is copyrighted. For information on the 
Control Damper contact Ruskin Mfg Co, P. 0. Box 129, 
Grandview, MO 64030. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMSIIGENERAL INSTRUCTION
 
Solid State Thermostats ORiGfAL -PA 4tIS TYPE: TP-8101 OOR Q Ay~ rP FProportional Controlling 
GENERAL INFORMATION: The TP-8101 design is such 
that it can be mounted directly to a 2x4 handy box located 
on the wall. It is a self-contained unit which includes a 
sensing element and amplifier. The unit has three pigtails 
for connection of the power supply and control signal to 
the given controlled device, such as a solid state actuator 
tcoive. The red and blue wires are used to supply the 20 
VDC to the controller. The yellow and blue wires are used to connect the variable output signal from the controller to 
the input of the controlled device. It is capable of operating 
several controlled devices. 
The room controller is completely factory calibrated and 
requires no field calibration. The throttling range is 
adjustable from 2-200F by selecting the proper throttling 
range pin. The unit contains a combination setpoint and 
calibration potentiometer with a range of 55-85 0 F. 
Terminals are available on the back of the unit to 
accomplish the following options: remote setpoint, remote 
sensing, summer-winter changeover and auxiliary selective 
ratio elements. 
ACCESSORIES: 
1. The AD-8951 mounting assembly is an accessory 
provided to permit easy panel mounting and wiring of the 
TP-8101 room controller. It includes a 11" x 4" piece of 
vinyl mounting track. See Figure 4 for wiring information, 
2. Remote setpoint adjuster (AT-81 58), see Figure 2 for 
wiring, 
3. Auxiliary selective ratio element (TS-8601), see Figure 3 
for wiring. 
INSTALLATION INFORMATION: 
Location: Locate the controller where it will be exposed to 
unrestricted natural air circulation and to the average 
conditions of the controlled space. Do not locate it near 
sources of heat or cold (such as lamps, motors, sunlight, 
radiators, and concealed pipes or ducts within the wall)
which might affect the control point. 
Ambient Temperature Limits: 

Maximum +135°F
 
Minimum + 40 0F 

-
.; 
, :'. 
;iii!i4 
0.lj,1:I 
p 
Wiring: Pigtails are provided for wiring to the controlled 
device. Large, coded, screw type terminals are provided for 
all other electrical connections. Make all electrical 
connections to the element in accordance with installation 
wiring diagrams for the job. Comply with National and 
Local Electrical Codes. No. 18 3-conductor thermostat 
cable may be used. Low voltage Class 2 wire is acceptable 
but No. 18 or larger 600 V wire should be used if splices 
are to be made in the same junction box with line voltage 
wiring. 
The controller may be installed on either a flush switch box 
or surface switch box. To install, proceed as follows: 
1. "Pull" all wires that are required. 
2. Connect all control wiring to thermostat terminals. 
3. Make electrical connections to any remote sensing 
elements with a conductor cable. 
4. Remove the thermostat cover. To do so, loosen the 
screw at the bottom of the cover, pull the cover out from 
the bottom and up to disengage from the base. 
5. Fasten the base to the box with the provided captive 
screws. 
6. Replace cover and tighten cover screw. 
BARBER-COLMAN COMPANY ROCKFORD, ILL. 61101 
F-14946-1LITH,O IN U.S.A. 
--
"1.Remote Setpoint: Remove dial knob from the TP-8101, 
Figure 1, and install the AT-8158 remote setpoint adjustor
between terminals 1, 2 & 7. This is used for apphcatons 
where the setpoint adjustment is mounted remote from the 
TP 8101 controller. 
2. Remote Sensing: Remove the internal 1000 ohm sensor, 
Figure 1, and install the remote sensor (TS-8000 series) 
between terminals 7 & 8. This is used for applications 
where the sensor is mounted remote from the TP-8101 
controller. 
3. Summer-Winter Changeover: The controller operates in 
either the DA or RA mode. 
Jumper 4 to 5 - DA (Direct Acting) = temperature 
increase causes output voltage increase 
Jumper 3 to 4 - RA (Reverse Acting) = temperature 
increase causes output voltage decrease 
TS - OUTPUT 
+TO+ TESTPOINTS 
DIAL KNOB 
.4 !'cr T.R. JUMPER 
T.R.PINS 

SENSORm 
Fig. 1,- TP-8101 Component Locations 
contflLocvC(s 
T C11V..NLEIEI ACTINGIS-~ 
Fig. 2 - TP.8101 Terminal Arrangement Etc. 
N.r Ar- O lfftCgC , ... 
.-- COTEGnWIE F~OONTNAL REVESECINGon I 
.1; ........ 

1OTOLOFIC 
SS6~Io.SEINA 
SEL1_-1.1 *'* o*A1..NECAR. 
Fig. 3 - Wiring Schematic 
BARBER-COLMAN COMPANY * ROCKFORD, ILL. 61101 
1 2 F-14946.1 BK 
SIG A gu" , LI._ . .A . I, . . . . I~. . 
in Figure 3 This s used for room and discharge control 
appi cations. 
Adjustments: 
The TP-8101 has been factory calibrated to produce a 7.5 
VDC output signal when -he setpoint and the temperature 
at the sensing element agree. 
Throttling range settings of 2, 3, 6:& 20 are available by 
placing the T.R. jumper on the' proper selector pin, see 
Figure 1. 
Service: 
1. Check wiring per job wiring diagram 
2. Measure with VOM 
A. Power Supply 20 VDC - Red (+)to Blue (-) wire 
B. Output 1-15 VDC - Yellow (+)to Blue (-) wire 
C. Sensor 1000 ohm remote or internal 
3. Consult EN III for additional service information 
STAT
 
MOUNTING
 
HOLES 
_7
 
S CONTROL SIGNAL TO 
CONTROLLED D2VICS 
7 
Fig. 4 - TP 8101 Mounting on AD-B951 
i
 
.1
~-t': . -
RATIO PINS -".P N 
1 L(5 TO 2Q0 1) 
vise.ACsrioO1M. 
Fig. 5 - TS-8601 Ratio Discharg Sen. r 
.-....
 
LITHO INU.S.A. 
General Instructions
 
SOLID STATE ADAPTORS 
Seq./Par./Rev. Module 
Hi-Lo Selector Module , l 
General Information: Specific adaptor modules are 
designed to meet system applications such as 
sequencingtparallelingtreversing, and high-low signal 
selection. By placing these modules between the controller 
and the controlled device, complex cycles ofoperation can 
be accomplished. The design of the module centers around 
the use of integrated circuits and discrete type components 
arranged on printed circuit boards and snapped into vinyl 
track for mounting in a local control'panel. 
The high-low signal selector module, Figure 1, is designed 
to accomplish either high or low signal selection, depending 
on the pin arrangement underneath the cover, Figure 3. The 
device is calibrated at the factory and requires no field 
calibration, It has the capability of selecting either the 
highest or lowest signal from up to six zones. The output 
signal then responds to either the highest or lowest zone 
thermostat, depending on the application. 
The sequencing/paralleling/reversing module, Figure 2, is a
 
device which conditions the signal supplied by the
 
controller and provides sequencing, reversing, or parallel 
operation to the controlled device. In the sequencing mode, 

the output is adjustable above or below the output voltage 

of the controller, permitting sequencing of two controlled 

devices. In the reversing mode, the output of the module is 

.reversed with respect to the input, i.e., a 1-15 volt input 
provides a 15-1 volt output. In the piaralleling mode, several 
controlled devices can be operated in parallel from the 
signal produced by the sequencinglparallelinglreversing 
module. 
Installation Information: The module is designed to be 
track mounted and located in a local control panel. The 
unit is provided with a 7-1/2" piece of mounting track to 
permit quick and easy panel mounting, in a horizontal or 
vertical position. Location should be such that the unit is 
not subjected to severe vibration, shock, or ambient 
temperature conditions. 
Make all connections in accordance with job wiring 
diagrams, complying with all national electrical codes, 
Wiring terminations are made at screw terminals located on 
the end of the printed circuit board, Figures 4 and 6. 
TYPE 
AD 8101 
A00 8201D 
"-.- S 
n(2 
D 'iNoLIE 
r14 -Auto1 
ivs 
tvs #' 
COWr 
L7 
eCOR 
aaae 
. 
a mefn 
ON 
^O 
Figure 1 
-
• 
see.m , 
PAL o q 
REVER11 
IVI 
vi 
co 
. 0 
z' 
. . .. 
Figure 2 
Ambient Temperature Limits: 
Minimum - +40 0 F 
Maximum - +135°F 
Construction: The AD 8101, and 8201 adaptor modules are 
designed primarily for track mounting in a local or central 
control panel. However, they can also be located inside the 
AD 8910 enclosure for remote field mounted installations. 
BARBER-COLMAN COMPANY e ROCKFORD, ILL 61101 
* ut .. J I'llsj~ F-14963 
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- this module is Service:Adjustments: High-low selector module 

factory calibrated to provide a 1:1 ratio so that with a 6-9 1. Check wiring perjob wiring diagram.
 
volt input a 6-9 volt output is obtained: An adjustment is 2. Me,'sure with VOM:
 
available so that the output of the high-low selector module A. Power supply 20 VDC, terminals +20 and COM. 
can be changed ± 4 volts DC with respect to the input B. Output 1-1 VDC terminals 9P1 and COM. 
signal, Figure 3. C. Input 1-15 VDC terminals IV1 through IV6 and 
COM.SELECTOR PINS 3. Consult EN 11-1 for additional service information. 
H/LO s'C. SELECT
.- . o
r,,A 	 . ' 
; 	 ....- IV3 A ADD 0r- Typical 
-- HI IE- Controlled 
-~ * 	 -014 ? IE@-Deice 
: ' 
 2 | O 0|

-1*V6 
CAL 	 COM OM 
CAL. 
ADJUST Figure 3 Figure 4 
POT. 
Adjustments: Sequencinglparalleling/reversing module is Service: 
1. Check wiring per job wiring diagram.calibrated at the factory to provide a 1:1 ratio so that with 

a 6-9 volt input, a 6-9 volt output can be obtained. The 2. Measure with VOM:
 
A. Power supply 20 VDC terminals +20 and COM.sequencinglparallelingreversing module has an adjustment 

so that the output signal may be changed + 5 volts with B. Output 1-15 VDC terminals OPi and COM.
 
respect to the input signal, Figure 5. C. Input 1-15 VDC terminals, IVI, IV2 and COM.
 
3. Consult EN 111 for additional service information. 
* 	 SEQ/PAR/REV -
ADAPTOR 4 
--	
TIE 4 Typical 
ControlledBAR41R-A OR 	 R1 
a 

-	 0 Te.V2 
CAL1 Um 	 --- COM W 
CAL.
 
ADJUST Figure 5 
*tt, 
Figure 6
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Product InPormation
 
Solid State Controlled Device TYPE: 
Single Stage Relay CC 8101 
Two Stage Relay CC 8102 
Time Proportioning Relay CC 8103 
General Information: Staging relays, Figure 1, are offered 
in various configurations which include single stage, dual 
stage, and dual stage with one stage containing heat Ll 
anticipation. These staging relays require 120 volts AC for ._-_ ...­
power source and contain a 20 volt DC regulated power +2o4.f.& 
supply which is used to supply power to other modules, TIE RELAY Not 
such as controllers and adaptors. The staging zelay receives TIE CC5102 
a 1-15 volt DC input signal and by means of adjusting the IV. m 
drop-out voltage of each stage, the relays may be made to rivi 0 H-­
operate at any voltage in this 1-15 volt span. The 
differential of the relay is adjustable by selecting the proper "o44 -"a C2 
pin on the printed circuit board. 
The time proportioning version of the staging relays can be TWO STAGE SHOWN 
used to control heating-cooling applications. The heating 
Figure 1
side is built with a heat anticipation circuit which provides 
time proportioned control of electric heat. The second 
relay in the module can be used for cooling which would be 
connected to a single stage DX coil. 
Adjustments: The staging relay has a potentiometer which 
will set the drop-out point of each relay between 2 - 12 RELAY#1 DROPOUT#I 
volts DC. It also contains fixed deadband (pull-in to DIFFERENTIAL ADJUST 
drop-out) of 1/2, 1, 2, and 4 volts DC, Figure 2. Pull-in 
point represents drop-out voltage plus deadband voltage 
setting. 
Ambient Temperature Limits: -.­
-
Minimum +40°F; Maximum +135°F. " . " " 
Installation Information: The module is designed to be 
track mounted and located in a local control panel. The .. ­
unit is provided with a 7-1/2" piece of mounting track to aft­
permit quick and easy panel mounting, in a horizontal or ­
vertical position. Location should be such that the unit is -F 
not subjected to severe vibration, shock, or ambient / 
temperature conditions. RELAY #2 DROPOUT #2 
DIREA DJPUT#
 
DIFFERENTIAL ADJUST Make all connections in accordance with job wiring 
diagrams, complying with all national electrical codes. Figure 2 
Wiring terminations are made on screw terminals located on 
the end of the printed circuit board. See Figure 3, 4, 5 for 
module wiring. O 
Construction: The CC 8101, 8102, and 8103 relays are . POPq PAGJ -[S 
designed primarily for track mounting in a local or central QUALITY 
control panel. However, they can also be located inside the 
AD 8910 enclosure for remote field mounted installations. 
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CONTROLLED DEVICE 
CONTROLLER ONE STAGE 
OUTPUT - RELAY L 
UTPUT +OR RED 
-- -2aO+0 L _ 
NOl* 
-- TI'ccc,* 
OPlOR lvi a NC!O1O. V N(I
IYELLOW 1VL 0 0 
COMOR- [O 0 
BLUE ecu 
3W 7." =4") 
Figure 3 
120 	VAC, 60 Hz 
RED 
RELAY No. 
FACTORY SET: 
FCOYSTDROPOUT: 6 VOC 
DIFFERENTIAL: 1 VOC 
CONTROLLED DEVICE 
CONTROLLER TIME Por 
OUTPUT, 
+20OR RED-
OP1 OR YELLOW 
COM-OR BLUE 
Calibration: 
1. 	Apply power to relay module. 
I STAGE RELAY LI 
120VAC 

-0+20 - L--

Cl&-

- IvzI NO--

a z 
a - Nd~; 
,W 7-:",H 4.. 
Figure 5 
2. Connect VOM to input terminals IVI, IV2 and COM.I 
3. Set input voltage to desired drop-out voltage (IVI). 
4. 	 Adjust stage one for relay drop-out (Ri). 
5. 	 Repeat steps 3 add 4 for stage two (R2). 
6. 	 Set differential to desired setting. 
. CONTROLLED DEVICE 
CONTROLLER TWO STAGE 
OUTPUT RELAY LI*-
J 
+O 20 VAC 
2 R 2 4, 
RED --- TIE c NOl 
---W1 c --
YELLOW * 	 CNoO-
I
OPt R - 'v, NCIo 
YLO 

COM OR-
BLUE M N 
,W 7H:H 4" 
Figure 4 

120 VAC, 6OHz 
RELAY No.1 
FACTORY SET. 
DROPOUT 10VDC 
DIFFERENTIAL: I VOC 
RELAY No. 2
 
FACTORY SET' (NON-ADJUSTABLE)
 
120-VAC, 60 Hz 
N-1
RELAY No. 1
 
F
 RPU:6~O
 FACTORY SET:
FZFDROPOUT:I:VOC 
DIFFERENTIAL: 1 VDC 
I 
RELAY No. 2 
FACTORYSET:
 
DROPOUT: 8VOC 
DIFFERENTIAL: 1 VCC 
6 VDC INPUT - 100% DUTY CYCLE 
7.5 VOC INPUT - 50% DUTY CYCLE (45 SEC) 
9 VDC INPUT - 0% DUTY CYCLE 
Service: 
1. Check wiring per job wiring diagram. 
2. Measure with VOM 
A. Power 120 VAC terminal LI-and L2. 
B. Power supply 20 VDC terminal +20 and COM. 
C. Input 1-15 VDC terminal lVi, IV2 and COM. 
3. Consult EN III for additional service information. 
BarberColmanCompanq 
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ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
 
GENERAL ISTRUCT S
 
Proportional and Two-Position Hydraulic MA-5200 and MP-5200-0-0-1 Series
 
Actuators for Dampers and Valves
 
DEVICE INFORMATION ORIGITPP "AGPP.IS
 
QUALITY
Identification 
Members of this group may be easily identified by referring -,W 
*to the part number displayed around the center of the 
cylinder. The date of manufacture (numerically, the week 
followed by the year) is stamped in ink on every actuator. .. ,',p 
This General Instruction Sheet is concerned with all .
 
MP-5200 Series actuators bearing the part number suffix
 
"-0-0-1" and all MA-5200 Series actuators. Actuators with
 
the part number suffix "-500" have a built-in adjustable
 
SPDT switch. When working with actuators manufactured
 
before this series, refer to your obsolete literature file for
 
previous Gl's. F-11943-3 deals with the obsolete MP-5200 Figure 1
 
Series. F-12766-1 is the previous sheet on MA-5200 Series ALLOW 3"
 
HEAD ROOMactuators. 
3-1/4 ON VALVES 
2-1/4 REQUIRE 0 I = ,* IMA and MP-5210 Series: These actuators are two position r T-_ -" ­
and proportional valve actuators, respectively. FOR HEADROOM r ------
MA and MP-5220 Series: These actuators are two position C O D
 
and proportional damper actuators, respectively. CAUTION:T
 
- HOUSING ONPre-Installation BASE. 
6-1/8MA and MP-5210 Series: These valve actuators are supplied 

without additional linkage or hardware. Valve bodies or
 
linkage must be-ordered separately. 5-7/8 I I
 
MA and MP-5220 Series: These damper actuators are BASE
 
supplied with mounting bracket, and integral damper 2
 
linkage. Also required for installation will be three 1/4-inch ­
diameter bolts or other fasteners to mount the actuator.
 
Additional hardware normally, required for linking the
 
damper would be:j C2;-... 
AM-132-0-0-1 - balljoint connector 2 F . -- k L
 
AM-122-0-0-1 - straight connector I -----­
AM-125 - 5/16-inch link rod I -­AM-il1 thru 115 - damper shaft crank arms . 
5 ....
 
When actuators have the optional auxiliary switch, an
 
XDDH-132 adjusting wrench is available for adjustment. 2- ------i
 
Before mounting the device check for dents, bent parts and
 
signs of oil leakage. Also check supply voltage against
 
requirements, shown below:
 
Voltage 3-1/4 
Part No. Requirements (VAC) 
Figure 2. 
MA-MP-5XX0 120 Dimensional 
MA-MP-5XX1 240 Drawings END VIEW 
MA-MP-5XX2 208 
MA-MP-5XX3 24 
BARBER-COLMAN COMPANY ROCKFORD, ILL 61101 
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Requirements 
These actuators will operate correctly in any position and 
are 	 unaffected by normally encountered environmental 
conditions. Ambient temperature limitations: For MA 
Series, minimum is zero and maximum is 140 0 F. For 
MP-5220 Series, minimum is minus 20°F and maximum is 
1350F. Power required is 10 watts. 
Procedure 
1. 	 Before installing the device, check to be sure that it 
operates properly, 
MA (two position) actuators: When the proper AC 
voltage (Figure 4) is applied, the actuator motor should 
run causing the actuator to extend. 
MP (proportional) actuators: These actuators require 
the proper input voltage (Figure 3) and a control 
voltage of 1 to 15 VDC. As the control voltage goes 
through a nominal 6 to 9 VDC range, the actuator 
should travel through its stroke with the proper valve 
or damper linkage. For this checkout step, the 
AD-8301 manual positioner may be used to supply the 
control voltage. 
2. 	 Install and connect the device physically, 
Damper actuators: Positio'n actuator and mark mount-
ing holes using the actuator bracket as a template. 
When mounting the actuator allow 10 inches space for 
wiring, and leave adequate room for linkage. Allow 
2-1/4 inches to remove actuator from integral linkage. 
The best position for the actuator is with the actuator 
crank arm and the crank arm on the driven shaft, at a 
900 angle to the linkrod at midstroke. It may be 
necessary to swivel the actuator linkage to arrive at the 
best mounting location. 
Allow adequate working space to wire the actuator 
into the system. 
Drill mounting holes for the appropriate 114-inch 
diameter mounting fasteners and mount the actuator. 
The actuator must be mounted firmly enough to 
prevent excessive actuator movement under normal 
damper loading. If there is excessive actuator move-
ment, the damper may not fully open or fully close. 
Valve actuators: Remove the valve body from the 
actuator by loosening the 1-5/8-inch flange nut. 
Pipe the valve body into the system. Note: Be sure that 
the actual flow is in the same direction as the arrows 
on the valve body indicate. Allow 3 inches above the 
actuator case for reattachment and removal. 
Reattach the actuator to the valve body. 
3. 	 Wire the actuator into the system. 
Low voltage units wired to NEC codes may use Class 
Two wiring. Wire line voltage units wired to NEC 
MTOE 
Figura 3. MP Wiring 
THER1,OGTAT
ORlSMTCH 
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Figure 4. MA Wiring
 
DRIVEN
 
SHAFT
 
-.- -

P-. 
Figure 5. 
codes. A maximum of 12 inches of 1/2-inch flexible 
conduit between the actuator and conduit box with 
standard 18-inch actuator leads. All actuator wires 
must be contained in the conduit. 
POWER WIRE SIZE PER ACTUATOR 
Actuator Maximum Two Wire
 
Voltage Wire Size Run
 
(VAC) (Ga) (Feet)
 
24 
14 
12 480
 
120 14 7000
 
To determine the allowable maximum run for multiple actu- . 
ator wiring, divide the maximum run shown ahqve for a • 
given wire size and voltage by the number of actuators on 
that run. 
Use wire nuts on power leads from a Class A power 
source. Power lead colors are shown as follows: Black 
- common to all voltages that follow. White - for 120 
VAC. Black with blue tracer - for 24 VAC. Black with 
brown tracer - 208 VAC. Black with yellow tracer ­
240 VAC. All leads 18 inches except 24 VAC units 
which are 48 inches. 
MP (proportional) .ctuators: Actuator wires are con­
nected as shown in Figure 3. Barber-Colman approved, 
three conductor twisted 18 AWG wire has 600 volt 
PVC insulation and should be used from the controller. 
Also acceptable is any three wire (18 ga.) cable with 
Class I lead insulation insulated in conduit separate 
from line voltage (Figure 3). 
MA (two position) actuators: These are wired as shown 
with the thermostat or switching device controlling the 
off-on status of the actuator motor (Figure 4). 
18 
4. Finish the damper actuator mechanical hook-up. 
After wiring, assemble the straight connector, linkrod, 
balljoint connector, and damper shaft crank arm as 
shown (Figure 5). 
Tighten both the actuator connector to the linkrod and 
the damper crank arm to the damper shaft. Both crank 
arms should be approximately 900 to the linkrod at 
midstroke. Normally dampers are linked to full heat 
with the actuator retracted.
 
Extend and retract the actuator by applying approxi­
mately a 6 to 9 VDC control signal and required
 
voltage. The actuator crank arm will rotate 800.
 
Determine the proper radius on the damper shaft crank
 
arm to fully open and clbse the damper.
 
Tighten down the connector to the damper crank arm 

and the linkrod. 

The installation is now complete.
 
Auxiliary Switch 
Hydraulic actuators may be ordered with a built-in adjust­
able SPDT auxiliary switch (Figures 6 and 7). This switch 
must be ordered as part of the actuator and cannot be field 
installed. Note: For MP Series actuators only, the switch 
common wire is internally connected to the black power 
lead. Because of this, the switch must be wired to control 
the same voltage as the actuator itself. Switch rating is 
10 amperes at 120/240 VAC. Leads aie 18 inches except 
24 VAC units which are 48 inches. 
The switch's brown wire is normally open and the orange 
wire is normally closed. The switching point is adjustable 
over the entire actuator stroke andis factory set to occur at 
the retracted end. Use XDDA-132 to adjust the switchpoint. 
CHECKOUT
 
The actuator is now installed and should run properly when 
the system is energized. The following checks can be easily 
performed to see if the device is operational. 
MP Series Actuators: First, the actuator motor should run 
continually when power is applied. If the motor is not 
running, something is wrong with either actuator or the 
supply voltage. Second, the damper or valve should go from 
full heat to full cool as the control signal goes approxi-
mately from 6 to 9 VDC. 
NOTE 
At very low ambient temperatures (around minus 
200 F) the actuator may run slowly until the oil 
warms up. This condition may exist for 30 minutes. 
MA Series Actuators: When the proper voltage is supplied 

to the actuator terminals the actuator motor should run,
 
causing the actuator to extend. 

If the actuator fais to function properly, refer to the 

section on repairs. 

RUN/ADJUST 
No adjustments are made at the actuator. All adjustments 
are made at the controller, 
0
 
"l-- ANIT, 
AXUAR BrC 
Figure 6. MA Series Actuator 
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IOSITIoNINDICATIONpointANOSWITCHACTUATORCAM -. ITCH INT AO ENT 
Figure 7. MP Series Actuator 
Theory of Operation
 
See Figures 6 and 7.The permanently sealed oil filled case
 
See cintains a 7. hpranly sea se 
(1) contains a movable hydraulic piston assembly (2) and an electric pump (3) for the hydraulic system. The pumpgenerates a fluid pressure which is transmitted to the top of 
the piston. Opposing the hydraulic force is the spring of the 
valve or damper linkage. 
MA Series Actuators: The electric pump (3) is powered by 
the input supply voltage and runs whenever the voltage is 
applied. When power is removed, the oil flows back through 
the pump by means of check valve'(6) and the actuator 
retracts.
 
MP Series Actuators: The electric pump (3) is powered by 
the input supply voltage, and runs continuously. An 
unregulated'power upply (4)is powered by a transformer 
winding from the pump motor winding. The power supply 
produces 20 VDC which powers the controller. The con­
troller returns a 1 to 15 VDC control voltage to the 
actuator transducer (5). This controls the internal pressure 
and the resultant actuator action. 
MAINTENANCE 
The power unit of the actuator is sealed in oil and requires 
no maintenance. 
REPAIR 
MA Series Actuators: 
1. 	 Check the actuator by applying the proper supply 
voltage. 
2. 	 The motor should run when power is applied, if not, 
the actuator is defective and should be replaced. 
3. 	 The actuator should extend, if ir'does not, check the 
mechanical, linkage. Either the mechanical linkage 
prevents proper action or the actuator is defective. 
4. 	 If the linkage moves properly, but the actuator does 
not extend, replace the actuator. 
5. 	 If applying power causes the actuator to perform 
correctly, the actuator and linkage are functional and 
the wiring and thermostat sho-ld be checked. 
MP 	 Series Actuators: Repairs to this device consist mainly 
of checking the unit wiring and replacement of the power
supply. Other field repairs are not recomrended. Use the 
procedure below zo locate a malfunction. 
1. 	 The actuator motor should run continually. If it does 
not run, check the supply voltage and the unit wiring. 
2. 	 Voltage between the blue (-) and red (+) leads should 
be 20+1 VDC. 
3. 	 Input voltage on the blue (-) and yellow (+) wires 
should be between 1 and 15 VDC. If it is not, refer to 
EN-Il1 3.1.2 for service information. 
I 	 BARBER-COLMAN COMPANY ROCKFORD, ILL 61101 
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Accessories, -lectric
AE-100 	Series 
Produc InPormation 	 Time Clocks 
Timers 
Seven Day Time Clock AE-1740[ 
Part Clock 
Number Motor 
AE-174 	 120V., 60 Hz 
AE-1 78 	 120V., 60 Hz 
Battery 
carryover 
Interval Timer 
AE178E[ 
.5/8 
Switch Rating 
1hp at 120/240 Volts, 
a.c. only.Pilot Duty 690 VA. 
40a40 
120 or 240 volts. 
Non-Inductive amps at 
a.c. only. 
AE1 82-
ORIGIN 
For automatic switching of a building control system 
from "Day" to "Night" and then back to "Day" on a
selectable program. Device: Heavy duty, sealed, per­
manently lubricated, synchronous timing motor drives 
a large seven day dial. Graduation of dial at 30 minute 
intervals enables accurate setting of switch trippers. 
Switch trippers (7on and 7off) maybe easily installed 
around the outer rim of the dial to provide various (on
and off) timings. By not installing trippers for a 
specific day of the week, that day "on" operation is 
automatically omitted. Entire mechanism can be 
snapped out of case for installation in a central con­
trol center. Unit has large, coded, scew-type ter­
minals. Case is 187mm wide, 276mm high and 92mm 
deep (7-3/8 inches wide, 10-7/8 inches high and 3r 
inches deep). Three 6mm [1/4-inch] diameter
mounting holes in back of case. Top mounting hole 
centered 203mm [8 inches] above two bottom holes 
which are 127mm (5 inches) apart. Combination 
13mm (1/2-inch), 19mm (3/4-inch) knockouts 
provided. AE-178: This device includes a battery 
driven 8 hour carryover feature. The Ni-cad battery 
charge is continuously maintained by a built-in 
charger. Initial charge time is 48 hours. Upon power. 
interruption a battery driven motor maintains clock 
operation. The battery is automatically recharged 
upon power resumption. Input: 120 volts, 60 Hz.Output: 	 Four single-pole, single throw switches. 
Snap-acting. Two normally open; two normally 
closed. 	 Formed brass jumpers included readily 
permit modifying switch action to SPDT, DPST 
and DPDT. 
SPST, N.O., 6 hr., spring operated: for standard 
outlet box mounted. Includes wall plate and knob. 
Electrical rating: 20amps at 120 volts, 1/3hp. 
PAGE IS
 
OF POOR QUALITY
 
F- 644921LITHO INU.S.A. 
AE.200 and 300 Series 
Transformers, Power Boxes, Product InPormation 
Power Relays, Time Relay 
Transformers 
~breaker 
0-
Aoutlet 
AE-203-223 
A 
AE249 -106(4-3/16' sq.] 
Figure 1 
Part Capacity Sec. Frequency 
Number VA Primary Voltage Volt. (Hz) Fig. 
AE-203 170 120 24 60 2 
AE-206 10 120 24 60 1 
AE-223 170 240 24 60 2 
AE-249 50 480/277.240/208 120 60 t 
Power Relays DPDT 
32[11:/141: .
 
AE-304 E 211t 0 71-I~ 
1111<3(4)
9[314 1AE-314 r 
815181LAE-334Q 1
Coil Voltage 10581 13515-5/161Part 
AE-304 24 L. . 
AE-314 122a 241151161AE-314 120 48(1-7/8 ­
AE-334 240 Optional Enclosure 
I AE-300 ) 
Clapper typ5e with screw terminals Contact Rating- 1 hp. 
16 amps at 120 volts. 8 amps at 240 Vac; 25 amps nonin-
ductive at 120/240Vac. Optional enclosure available. 
Order AE-300 separately. 
Time Delay Relay AE-34701 
For control of circuits requiring 3 to 5 second time delay 
Device: Two single pole double break relays having 
separate electronic time delay circuitry. All components 
mounted on a printed circuit board which includes screw 
type terminals. Complete with screws and spacers for 
panel mounting (not illustrated). Coil: 24 Vac Contacts 
rated at 5A/120 Vac, 2.5A/240 Vac. 
22 F-16449 BK 
AE-203 [ AE-223
 
AE-206 [ AE-249[E 
For supplying low voltage power to operate control equip­
ment Primarily for mounting in control centers in con­
: and djunctionb Dwith disconnecta switch overload ircuitDevice: AE-206 and AE-249 are provided with a 
plate on the primary side for mounting on standard 4-inch 
box Secondary connection is screw terminals for AE­
206 and provision for flexible bonduit connection on the AE­249. All 170 VA transformers are provided with mounting 
feet for panel mounting, and wire leads. 
1&... ..- D 
-- C 
Figure 2 
Dimensions: mm (Inches)
 
A B C D E
 
95 [3-3/4] 80[3-1/8] 108(4-1/4 83[3-1/4] 71 [2-13/16]
 
48[1-7/8] ....
 
95[3-3/41 80(3-1/81 108[4-1/4] 83[3-1/4] 71[2-13/16] 
111 [4-3/8 .... 
Power Boxes 
AE453EQ 
AE-273 r'' 
For supplying an electrically protected and enclosed low 
voltage power supply to operate control equipment.
 
Device: A step-down transformer with a disconnect switch 
in the primary side and a manually reset circuit breaker in
the secondary side Mounted in a surface type steel cabinet 
with four convenient 13mm (1/2 inch) conduit knockouts 
and painted finish 203mm (8 inches) wide, 152mm (6 in­
ches) high 89mm (3-1/2 inches) deep. Installation: Sur­
face mount through four holes in the back of the cabinet. 
Part Capacity Primary Secondary Frequency
No. VA Voltage Voltage (Hz) 
AE-253 170 120 24 60 
AE-273 170 240/208' 24 60 
'2401208 Volt Pdwer Boxes are normally factory wired to 240 volt 
winding 
Barber.Colman Companq 
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Accessories 
Product InPormation Local Control Cabinet 
SYZE-OS Series 
For convenient mounting of pre-assembled or field
 
assembled control panels. Cabinets may be used for
 
pneumatic or electric controls. Device: SYZE-630
 
and SYZE-631 are 18 gage steel. SYZE-632 is 16
 
gage steel. All size cabinets have knockouts for 3/4­
inch and 1-inch conduit. Knockouts are aligned so i
 
that a short nipple may be used to couple the panels
 
'together, and also for interconnecting wire. The , 
door(s) consist basically of' a frame and insert. The
 
frame is made of extruded aluminum and comes
 
mounted with six self-tapping screws. Door(s) sup- ORIGINAL PAGE IS
 
plied with key lock. Standard cabinets are painted OF POOR QUALTY
 
steel with beige finish. Installation: Cabinets are
 
shipped from the factory completely assembled and
 
ready for mounting. They may be installed flush or
 
surface mounted. Legs are available for floor moun­
ting. Options: See charts for equipment description
 
and proper part number. Ordering: See chart for
 
cabinet sizes available and part numbers. Sub-panels
 
must be supplied locally.
 
Top 3/8"
 
Viw F
 
o .I
 
4Mtg Holes DI 
'1/4'0. ­
7W+Hi FrontView E 
Szub-panel i ~ti \ 
lii' I Layout -
Cabinet Size
 
Description l8"x24" 24" x 32" Double Door
 
Complete Cabinet (without sub- SYZE-830 SYZE-631 SYZE-632
 
panel) Painted Steel Dimensions (inches)
 
Painted Steel Legs for floor SYZE-633 SYZE-633 SYZE-634 Cabinet Sub-Panel
 
mounting above cabinets W H I A Bf
 
Bracket to accommodate light N/A SYZE-600 SYZE-6Wo 
fixture 16 24 21 13 9 /, 6'/ 22 14 
18" Fluorescent Fixture N/A 24 32 29 21 13/ 10'/1 30 22 
'UB 115. SIMIMARl hIIIMU uplcas8eIromoca dItn1,utor, ord1ect0omSIMIKARUghllng Fixture 42 36 33 39 161/A 18 34 -40
 
Co. 'tIladelpha., Pa 19134 Phone 215-425-7200
 
F-1 5609-2 
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Accessories
 
Miscellaneous Electrical PFrdUCt inPormabion 
Components 
Switches, Mounting and 
Position indicating Plates 
(Order All Parts Separately) 
V -
Toggle 	 Toggle Rotary 
Switch Switch 
Indicating Plate 
Switch Switch MountingSwitch AC Rating Size (inch)PlateAction Type Part No. 
Amp volt (Flush) Part No. Position Markings Width Height 
Toggle 	 SYZE-74-1 On-Off DROT 10 250 2 Position CYZP-11-1 SYZE-75-1 Summer-Winter 
SYZE-76-1 None 1 
SYZE-102-1 Day-Night 1-1/8 24/iS 
Toggle SYZE-189-1 Open-Close4Por 5 24 2 Position 	 SYZE-271-1 Manual-Auto SYZE.52.3 SYZE-300-1 Occupied-Unoccupied 
PT 0 2 Toggle CYZP-268 
(Center Off) 1 Position SYZE-212-1 On-Off-Automatic 1-7/S 2-1/16 
4PDT 5 Toggle SYZE-255-1 Summer-Off-Winter 
5 24 3 Position CYZP-427(Center Off) 
SPST N.O. Push Button CYZP-346
 
5 125 Momentary
 
SPST NC. Contact CYZP-347
 
NOTE: All switches mount to standard switch box. 1/2" mounting hole required. 
Number 	 Description 
AYZP.43-2 Circuit Breaker 10 Amp (Illustrated) 	 Terminals 4 
BYZP-145 12 Circuit Terminal Block (illustrated) 3	 ,4BYZP-146 Marker Strip #1-12 
BYZP-252 Marker Strip #13-24 kBYZP253 Marker Strip #25-36 
BYZP-269-2 Mtg. Bracket for Circuit Breaker &Switch Circuit .s­(Illustrated) 	 B 
BYZP-599 Terminal End (illustrated) 	 BreakerMounting Bracket 
BYZP-600 Terminals (Approx. 4 per inch) (illustrated) 	 - (Shown with Disconnect Switch 
BYZP.601 Terminal Channel (3') (Illustrated) 	 . and Circuit Breaker) 
BYZP-602 Terminal Clamp (Illustrated) 
BYZP-603 Terminal Marker (25') (Illustrated) 
CYZP-1 83.1 Burnishing tool for Electric Contacts 
CYZR.818-2 Arc Suppressor for SPDT Floating Switching 
EYZP-504-1 Lamp, 24V. 0.073Amp,1.7 Watts 
EYZP.504-2 Lamp, 120V. 0.025Amp, 30 Watts 
EYZP.504-3 Lamp, 48V, 0.053 Amp, 2.5 Watts 
EYZP.721 Lamp Socket with Clip
EYZP-722-1 Lens, Red 
EYZP-722.2 Lens, Green 	 Terminal Light 
EYZP-722-3 Lens, Amber 	 Block 
EVZP-7224 Lens, Blue 
EYZP.722.5 Lens, White 
SYZE-81-1 Blank Nameplate 1-7/8" x 9/16" 
SYZE-82-I Blank Nameplate 2-1/2" x 3/4" 
SYZE-83-1 Blank Nameplate 4" x 1-1/4" 	 CONTROLS DIVISION SYZE-299.l Tie Strap, plastic, for lacing wires, 4" long 1300 Rock Street, Rockford. Illinois, USA, 61101 
LITHO INU.S.A.24 F-15609,-2 BK 
. Benurainstructions Bulb ThermostatsTwo Position 
Type: Single Stage TC.4100 Series 
Two Stage TC-4211
 
Dual Bulb TC-4151

TC-4152 Typical Single Bulb 
DEVICE INFORMATION 
Identification 
Two position bulb thermostats are for on-off control of 
media temperature in ducts, tanks, liquid lines, etc. 
TC-4100 Series one stage units control one electrical F ­
circuit. 
TC-4211 two stage units control two electrical circuits in I Typical Dual Bulb 
sequence.
 
TC-4151 and TC-4152 dual bulb units vary the control 
point of the controlled media as function of outside air tem­
" perature. One bulb senses the controlled media, the 16-r-
second bulb senses the outside air temperature. 
Pre-installation - All Devices 
Refer to the INSTALLATION and Performance Data
 
applicable to the part number of the device being installed.
 
Make avisual inspection of the device for obvious signs of
 
damage. Avoid. locations where excessive, moisture,
 
corrosive fumes, vibration or high ambient exists.
 
INSTALLATION 
Requirements 
Locate the device allowing proper distance to the bulb
 
location. The case can be mounted inany position. Refer to 118
 
Figure 1for case dimensions. SIDE [4-5/8 1 BACK
 
6 
- 1/4"1Procedure 
Case Mounting 13(112- -- - ­
--'r- 23(7/8s1
t 7/8]Ambient Rating: -400 to 600C (-400 to 1400F) 
1. Remove cover and provide 2 holes for #10 round head
 
screws using the housing as the template or by using the -51[2-1 40 ­
dimensions shown in Figure 1. .,_25 -',:
 
2. Partially insert the mounting screws in the screw holes. 

Fit the housing over the screws, slide housing down on BOTOM
 
Hole For 1/2" Conduitthe screws and tighten the screws. 
Knockout For 3/4" Conduit
 
Wiring: The thermostat has one 1/2-inch to 3/4-inch con-- Dimensions are inmillimeters
 
duit opening in bottom of housing. Make all electrical con- 27[1-5/64"1 followedby inchesin brackets.
 
nections in accordance with the job wiring diagram and in
 
compliance with national and local electrical codes. Tar­
minal coding and switch action is shown in Figure 2, and 
Figure 3 shows two stage switching sequence. Figure 1. Case Dimensions 
F-16213-1 25 
-
LITHO INU S A. 
1552-1/4 
RED Liquid Line and Tank 
Temp.Makes RiseON STAGES HI RED T Install with AT-209 kit as shown in Figure 6.A bulb well isORN bulbNHIB1H recommended,N"-- -R see Figure 7 for preferred installation andLO RED limitations. The thermal bulb is suitable for immersion
mon) BRN O mounting with 150 psig maximum pressure and/or 4 fps 
Makes ON MN LO fluid velocity.

Temp. Drop 1 A3/4-nch NPTholeis required.
 
Figure2. Terminal Coding and Switch Action 2. Place packing nut, washers and packing over bulb 
support seclion as shown inFigure 6. 
Temp. Drop 3. Install bulb well or adaptor from AT-209 kit into the 
HI ORN F 3/4-inch NPT opening. 
Makes RED 
BreaksBreakSRD inter-tage HI 4. Insert bulb into well or adaptor.B N Stage
LO ORN O1. Di 5. Push interlocking washers and packing into well or 
B Stagi Steir 
Maks I nNadaptor and tighten packing nut until firmly seated.EDLO Inter-
' . tageMrakes BRN 
Temp. Rise LO ORN PackingNut . Interlocking Adaptor(FromAT-209 Kit) 
Breaks BRN iage BreaksRED. 
D Breaks RED, . Retainer or Bulb Well OptionalMakes BRN Washers 3/4" NPT Bulb Bulb0Well 
Figure 3. Two Stage Switch Sequence 
Bulb Mounting Racking Preferred 
(6 inches). Maximum L AT.AT-209KITLq FlowMaximum insertion length 152 mm 
safe bulb temperature 280C (500F) above scale range For 
dual bulbs, total of indoor and outdoor bulb temperatures 
rust not exceed 1380C (2800F). Figure G. Liquid Line or Tank Mounting With AT-209 
Duct: Install bulb with AT-208 kit as shown in Figure 4 
SangGasket Hole1/2 Duct PLOEWFF 
Bulb Tee Mounting Tee Mounting Elbow Mounting 
Support Tube
of Capillary ", _ __ 
FLOW •NOTE: Angle Must Not Allow 
-- - End of Well to Contact 
Straight Pipe Mounting Side of Pipe 
Mounting Bracket 
Figure 4. Duct Mounting With AT-208. Application Limitations at 2500F 
Fluid Temp. (Max. 3600 F)' 
Bulb Well Max. Recommended Max. Recommended 
Outdoor: ' Part No. Velocity (FPS) Static Pressure (psig) 
Install with AT-211 kit as shown inFigure 5. AT-201 11 250 
AT-203 20 Soo 
1. Mount bulb to outside wall or surface with bulb clip. A 2 
2. Place shield over bulb and fasten to mounting surface. Figure 7.Bulb Well Installation 
Shield Electrical Rating: All Units Except TC-4115 
Switch Rating (50160 Hz) 24V 120V 240V 277V 
a.Full Load Amps - 9 8 8.0 ­
- ---- Locked Rotor Amps - 58 8 48.0 -
Pilot Duty 60 360 360 -
Clip 1.,-J Non-Inductive Amps (Resistive) - - - -
Single Stage 22 22 22 22 
7.2
16 16 83
TwoStage26 FigureS. Outdoor Mounting With AT-211 
CHECKOUT 	 Two stage: Each notch represents approximately 1.10C 
(20F) change between stages. (Differential per switch is 
After installing a thermostat, make an initial check of the fixed.) 
switching action. Verify the switch action by listening to the 
switch contacts. To adjust differential: 
1. Turn the setpoint dial to a temperature above ambient. 1. Disconnect power to unit. 
This should cause the thermostat to switch, making 2. Remove cover. 
orange to brown. 3. Turn adjustor to approximately desired position. 
2, Turn the setpoint dial setting down gradually. Orange to 4. Check out by turning dial and noting dial -readings
 
brown must break, making orange to red. where switch contacts make.
 
5. After changing differential-rcaibrate. 
3. 	Compare the differential of the device to the differential 
shown on the performance charts by turning the dial. 
The differential of the devices is the difference in dial CALIBRATION 
reading between the make of orange to brown and the 
make of orange to red on single switch units. 1. Wth all power disconnected, soak bulb(s) for 10 
minutes at known temperature (must be 700F for dual 
RUNIADJUST bulb). 
2. Turn dial and note where switch contacts make.Setpoint 
on front 3. Turn dial midway between click points.Screwdriver adjustment. Scales dual marked OF 
and OC on back. To change scale, remove spring retaining 4. Turn the calibration nut (located under dial) until the 
ring, select scale and replace retaining ring. temperature of the'bulb is indicated on the dial. 
Note: On two-stage units follow above procedure on 
DIFFERENTIAL "LO" switch. 
The differential is adjustable by turning the adjustor located REPAIR
 
on side of device.
 
Single stage: Each line represents approximately 1.60C Field repair is not recommended. Replace defective,
 
(30F) change. device.
ORIG fA ~L PAGE "IS 
I OF pO0OR QUALITY 	 N 
N.C. Heating Valve 	 Cooling Valve 
or Contactors for 
Red Electric Heat Red L2Q 
Bin 01.2 Bin 05 
Om0 	 LI O"n aL1 
Switch 	 Switch 
Terminals 	 Terminals 
HEATING APPLICATION 	 COOLING APPLICATION 
WIRING 	 WIRING 
TYPICAL HEATING OR COOLING APPLICATION FOR TC-411 1,TC-4111-020, TC-4121, TC-4122, TC.4123, TC-4151 AND 4152. 
NOTE: Some compressor unloaders must be de­
+tLoads energized to increase cooling capacity ConnectN.C. Heating Valve these to the hit stage brown contact instead of the 
redcontact.or Contactors for 

STAGE Electric Heat STAGE Second Stage (HI)
LO HI 	 LO HI L2 
Red Q 0 Second Stage HI +Load RdEnergizes 	 Unlaer to Increase Cooling 
Bin, FirstSlage(LO) Load L2 1,11 	 0 L2 
Termnals 	 Switch TerminalsLI 
Add Jumper 	 Add Jumper 
Two Compressor Packages May Be Sequenced 
With The Wiring Shown 
TYPICAL HEATING APPLICATION WIRING TYPICAL COOLING APPLICATION WIRING 
FOR THE2-STAGETC-4211 Figure 8. FOR THE 2*STAGE TC.4211 
27 
Performance and Selection Table 
Setnoicnt 	 D1[ension- DVerenilalAdjtl-tmcnt nr,,,l 
Part flalr l 0','h Capi !ary Fa,.9ory
Type Number 0C(OF) Ratio Pooper Bulb Copper Set Adjustable 
Tr.4111 	 1 OM (6') 
TC-4111-020 -40 to 49 6M (20)
 
(-40 to 120)

TC415" 	 1 lM(6') 
Single Stage TC-4121 	 10 x 1O0 mm 160 6 to8 50C(318 x4") (30 F) (3atol1s0F)3M (10')38 to 127TC-4122 (100 to 260) A'mored 
TC-4123 88 to 176
 (190 to 350)
 
Outdoor Indoor 
TC-4151 1 1V2 IOxlOOmm lox 140mm .8 to 5.503 
21 to49 9M (30') (3/8x4") (3/8x 5V/") 1 60C (1/2 to 1OF)
Dual Bulb (70 to 120) Each Bulb (30F)
TC-4152I -1x100mm 10x100mm 1 6 to 8.50C 
11 (3/8x4") (3/8 x 4") (3 to 160F) 
Per Stage Fixed 
-40 to 49 10 x 100 mm 1 60C Between 
Two Stage TC-4211 (-40 to 120) 1 BM (6') (3/8 x 4 ) (30F) Stages
1.1 to 5.50C 
(2 to 10OF) 
*TC.4115 for System 8000 and dry circuit Switching Electrical Rating. 1 0 amp at 24 Vac. .25 Amp at 24 Vdc
 
*TC-4151 - For 11 1ratio reverse bulbs and use extra dial supplied with unit
 
Dual Bulb Selection 
To select Ratio it is necessary to know only: (1) Outdoor From chart below, -10 F for 1'/2 to 1 ratio, note by 
design temperature, (2) Maximum water temperature at interpolation (70 F to 123 F with dial at 70 F; 80 F to 
outdoor design temperature, and (3) Desired water 133 Fwith dial at 80 F)that water temperature varies from 
temperature at 70 F outdoors.- 75 F to 128 F as outdoor temperature drops from 70 F to 
Example Select ratio for panel installation with a -10 F -10 F, when dial is set at 75 F.
 
design temperature and estimated supply water tem- By similar means, note that a control with 1 to 1 ratio would
 
peratures of 75 F at 70 F outdoors, and 125 F at -10 F result in water temperatures varying from 75 F to 155 F.
 
outdoors. For this application the 1 2 to 1 ratio should be selected.
 
Outdoor Change InWater Temperature for Different Ratios as 
Temperature Ratio Outdoor Tem eraturo Drops from 70F to Design Temperature 
(F) 	 DiiSot atTOF DialsetatSOF DialSetat9OF DialSetatlOoF DIal $ota110F DilS tat120F 
10to1 70 to 220 80to230 90 to 240 100 io 250 110 to 260 120to2702 
-30 	 1 to 70t0170 80io180 90to190 1Oto200 110to210 120 to 2200 
1V2 to1 70to137 80to147 90to157 1001o167 ............. 
110 11/2 70to205 80 to 215 90to225 100to235 I10 to 245 120to255 
-20 1to, 7010160 80 to 170 9Otoi8O 1O to190 110to200 120to2lO 
1'/2 toI1 70o130 80to140 90to50 tOOto160 .... 
1 to '/ 70 to 190 80 to 200 90 to 210 100to220 110to230 120 to 240 
-10 Ito 7010150 8010160 90 to170 100to180 110 to 190 120to200 
1'/2t01 701o123 80to133 90to143 10 to 153. .. 
I to 1'/z 70to175 80 to 18 90 to 195 100 to 205 110to215 120 to 225 
1tot 70to140 80to150 90to160 1001,170 1lOtol8O 120to 190 
12 t0t 701o117 80tol27 90toi37 100tot47 .............. 
1 1'/2 701o160 80lo170 90 to 180 100to190 110to200 1201o210 
+10 	 1 10 70tO130 80tO140 901o150 10010160 110to170 1201o180 
tV/ toI 70to110 80t0120 90t0130 100to140 . 
1 1012 70to145 8010155 90to 165 100ot175 110to185 120to 195 
+20 	 I to1 701o120 80tol3o 90 o 140 100to150 110 to 160 120 to 170 
1 ' 101 701o103 soto 13o t23 100to133 .... 
I tol 70to130 80to140 90to 50 "100 to 160 110 to 17O 120 to 10 
- +30 1to1 70tollO 8010120 90to130 tOtol4O 110to50 1201t0160 
1 2101 7Oto 97 8010107 9atol7 1001o127 
BarberCo lmn Campsnq 
CONTROLS DIVISION 
1300 Rock Street, Rockford, Illinois, USA, 6110128 F-16213-1B. 	 LITHO INU SA 
0 
PEan EnTROL5 IM 	 INSTALLATION AND \LVoSI oJooP LS , 	 OPERATION INSTRUCTIONSA C fFO 
TYPE F62AA 
FORM 9V-4137AIR FLOW CONTROL 
APPLICATION 
This control detects air flow or the absence of air flaw 
-in ducts, responding only to velocity of air movement. 
-V 1.It can be wired to open one circuit and close a second 

circuit (SPDT) for either safety or interlock purposes.
 
GROUNDINGINSTALLATION 	 G N G Jt. 
The F62AA can be mounted on top, side or bottom of SCREW HOLE
 
a duct. Mount so the paddle weight does not assist or
 
oppose the spring force which sets the CFM flow re­
quired to activate the switch.
 
Install in a horizontal duct whenever possible and 	 .. A, 
where ambient temperatures do not exceed 1800 F.
 
Avoid locations close to elbows, dampers, fans and duct
 
bpenings or other areas where excessive turbulence oc­
curs. Control should be mounted away from such areas 	 Fig. I - Type F62AA Air Flow Control 
at least five times the distance of the smallest duct
 
dimension. Example: 3" x8" duct mount at least 15" CAUTION: If necessary to install in a vertical duct
 
from the nearest bend. The standard paddle fits into with downward air flow, the control must be readjusted.
 
ducts of 3" x 8" minimum. The paddle may be trimmed To readjust, turn the range screw clockwise until switch'
 
for installing in ducts as small as 3" x 6". operates with no air flow. Then, adjust screw one ad­
ditional turn clockwise. 
To install proceed as follows: 
1. 	Select the proper location. Wiring
 
All 'wiring should conform to the National Electrical
 
.2. 	 Use the mounting plate gasket as a template and Code and local regulations. The Pennswitch terminals
 
mark hole positions. are color coded as follows: Red is common, Red closes
 
3. Drill or punch screw holes, 	 to Yellow on air flow increase, Red closes to Blue on 
4. 	 Cut center hole large enough for the paddle to pass air flow decrease (no flow).
 
through. RED
 
5. 	 In horizontal duct the case must be level with the
 
paddle at approximately a right angle to the air flow. I k ¥ LOW .
 
-.
6. 	 When the horizontal duct is not horizontally true, BL'E 

check with a level and place a shim under the con- L J SR AJ SCEW
 
NO FLOW
trol mounting plate (see sketch.) 
The circuit between the red and )ellow terminals will 
g ADJUSTING close when the required air flow velocity is reached 
RED YELLOW SCREW in the duct where the control is installed. The warn-
COMMN ing light or signal. when used, will be activated when 
the air flow decreases or ceases. 
'I .2kADJUSTMENT 
The flow control is factory set at the minimum flow 
rate shown in the graph. 
To adjust:
 
Fig. 2 - Internal view of Air Flow Control. Note adjusting screw. 1. Remove control cover.
 
Pose 1 	 29 
2. 	 I-or hIghLr flo rate - turn :idjusting screw clock-
wise. 
3. 	 For lower flow rate - turn adiusrng srew counter-
clockwise, 
2DUCT AREA IN cm
00 323 645 968 290 16'1 i935 
WOJ PO-2 F'!DE PADILE -30 
S500 	 I qEPADDLE 2 
oo. 

IN
.400 .II 'oit - 211o WIDE "A 0 206 
~300 - -? 	 -41 LE I5 
0o 	 OPENN 12000 
00o 	 , sLLLL 
00L so 100 ISO 200 25o o 
DUCT AREA IN SoU*Re NCIES 
Air flow .eiocities in FPbM required to actuate switch 
for any gi'en duct size are shown in the graph curves. 
(Bas-d on stanard asz dev,ity of 0.075 pounds per 
cubic foot.) 
CHECKOUT PROCEDURE 
Before leaving the installation, a complete operating
cycle should be observed to see that all components 
are 	 functioning properl). 
REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT 
Field repairs are not recommended. Flow control re­
quiring attention should be returned to the nearest 
Penn-Baso Counterline X'holesaler or the factory. 
> Pen OfnTROLS ] 
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POTTER &BRUMFIELD KU SERIES RELAYS
 
KU-KUPmKUB POTTER &BRUMFIELD KU SERIES RELAYS
 
versatile, 7
 
low cost relays
 
with many
 
optional features - r
 
KU KUP KUB 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
 
OF POOR QUALITY
 
ENGINEERING DATA erating the movable contacts. A hold-down spring can be 
KU, KUP and KUB Series relays have 'been engineered for furnished for socket-mounted KUP Series (not applicable to
rlb, ase ofBSrisllay neellet screwadan e cost- terminal sockets). When desired, the KUP 12OV and
reliabty, ease of installation and atin excellent cost-to- 240V AC types can be supplied with a neon lamp.wired inquality relationship. An exceptionally wide choice of parallel with their coils to indicate power is reaching the 
optional features is available with each Series. Their quick- relay. All optional features are listed on Page 8. 
connect/solder terminals are a substantial cost saver on Reliability and long life of the KU7KUP/KUB Series are 
modern production lines, KU and KUP Series fit four types enhanced by long contact arms and a unique method of 
of custom nylon sockets, making the series convenient plug- staking the stationary contacts, as well as barriers molded 
in relays. into the front. 
Three general types, the KU open series, the KUP enclosed Several types of custom nylon sockets are available. They 
series and the KUB dual coil latching relays are available. accommodate all open KU* Series and plain case KUP Series 
Standard relays are furnished with .187" terminals; 205" when these relays have .187" terminals. These socket types 
terminals are available upon request. The KU open series are- solder, printed circuit, quick-connect, quick-connect 
can be furnished with either a .218" or a .125" long locating With terminal barriers, and screw terminals (DPDT only). 
tab and with or without a mounting stud. All are rated 10 amperes. Chassis layouts for these types of 
Two styles of clear polycarbonate dust covers are avail- sockets are shown in the outline drawings on Page 6. 
able for the KUP Series relays. One is plain, for use when 
the relay is mounted in a socket. This case also can be fur- KU and KUP series ore recognized under the Component 
nisbed with a stud-and-locating-tab plate mounted oh the Program of Underwriters'Laboratories,Inc., File No. E22575. 
only %twchird KIt md KUP .sriusure included. Any ulectri­end opposite the terminals. The other case has two slotted 
flanges for bracket mounting the relay'directly to a chasis. Gld or uze.hnnud devwaiois fromn standardrelays are sub­ject to retitcuain ion by U/L.The bracket-mount case is not suitable for socket mounting. 
Relays with either type of dust covers (except the model *Caution should be exercised in handling socket-mounted 
with stud on end of case) can be furnished with a handy open relays due to the inherent shock hazard. 
external push-button for checking circuits by manually op-
AVAILABLE WITH A WIDE CHOICE OF OPTIONAL FEATURES 
KU-KUP-$,UB series are 
equipped with quick-con-
nect terminals punched for 
soldering. .187- terminals 
are standard but .20os are 
available. Molded barren 
meet U/L and CSA .qutire­
plents. 
All KIlP relays (except with 
stud an end of case) rare 
available with push-to-test 
button which operates the 
movable contacts lo mas-
uany checking circuits, 
A neon lamp wired in par-
allet with its coil to indicate -
that power is reaching the 
relay is available on KUP 
120V and 240V AC lylies. 
Two styles of heat and 
shock resistant polycarbon-
ale dustcovers can be turn-
shed. One-plain. the other 
wiih slotted flanges for 
direct-to-chassis mounting. 
Several socket types can be 
supplied for the KUand 
KUP (plain case) series 
making them plug-in relays. 
See page s. 
3ia 
SPECIFICATIONS 
GENERAL: 
Description:Versatile, low cost 5 or 10 amperes general pur- ,OPTIONAL FEATURES 
pose relays with many optional features. FOR KU/KUP RELAYS 
Insulating Materials: Molded phenolic. 
Insulation Resistance: 100 megohms minimum. 
Expected Life: Mechahical: 10 million operations. 
Electrical: 100,000 operations min. C@rated 
load. 
Breakdown Voltage: 1500 volts rms 60 Hz between all ele­
ments; 500 volts rms 60 Hz between 
open contacts. 
Temperature Range: SCREW TERMINAL 
KU open relays: AC: 
1 and 2 poles -450C to +70'C SOCKET* 
3 poles -45"C to +600C *Will accept 2 pole relay only.
 
DC: -45C to +850C
 
KUP enclosed: AC:
 
1 and 2 poles -45'C to +550C CHOICE OF NYLON SOCKETS
 
3 poles -45 0 C to +45CC
 
DC: -45C to +700C
 
Time Values: (approx.): 	Operate: 15 milliseconds 27E043 with $ 
Release: 10 milliseconds Solder Terminals 
Weights: KU open relay: 2.3 ozs. KUP enclosed relay 3 0 ozs 27Eo40 with - 4. 
Operate: AC: 85% of nominal voltage @ 2soC. Printed Circuit Term. 
DC: 75% 'of nominal voltage @ 25CC. 
Enclosures: Two styles of heat and shock resistant, clear 27E067 with 
plastic polycarbonate. Please" see Page 7. Quick-Connect Term. 27E067 
Terminals; .187" standard, or .205" quick-connect. Both are 
punched for solder-connecting. 272088 withCONTACTS: 	 Terminal Barriers 
Arrangements: Pleasesee chart, Pagd 4. 27E097 with 
Material: Gold-flashed fine silver and silver-cadmium-oxide Quick-Connect Term. 
is standard. Tungsten and '._," gold alloy available, and Term. Barriers 
Ratings: 5 or 10 amps @ 28 volts DC resistive, or 240 volts 
AC. 80% PF. 27EO49'with 27E088 Screw Terminals 
COILS:
 
Voltage: DC: to 110 volts. AC: to 240 volts 60 Hz.
 
Power: DC: 1.2 watts. AC: I and 2 poles 2.0 VA; 3 poles
 
2.7 VA. ; 
Resistance: Please see coil data table below. -
Duty: Continuous. 
Treatment: Centrifugally impregnated with high quality elec­
trical varnish. 
Mounting: A wide choice of mountings. Please see drawings 20C228 KUP 
on Page 	7. HOLDDOWN SPRING*" 
CUSTOM SOCKETS: 
rated 10 .187" -Not designed for KUL.Standard: All are amperes. Will accept ter-

minals of all KU and plain case KUP relays. Please see
 
Page 6.
 
COIL DATA FOR STANDARD KU AND KUP RELAYS 
DC COILS 	 AC COIlS-I & 2 POLE (50 h0 tIZ) AC COILS-n POLE (50 60 ItZ2 
DC N...inai )G % .....I [ DUiill.I1i: 

Rc.,ist,itIce Current In Vonagge %,to Curr.Iit In Volta.e Ces.tance Current In
 
volize In Ohms Milliamperes in 61lZ In Ohms %iIl.,n.prel 50 61lz In Ohms .tlliamperes
 
6 32.1 	 188 - 6 60 .15 6 42 460 
12 120 i0 12 21 lH 12 18 230 
24 472 51 24 75 14 24 7? 115 
421 1,1l) 216 12)1 &25( 17.1 11) 171110 24 
11) 100110 1 11.1 24)1)5 	 7200 11111 
220 	 Use :10V riy with a 10,000 OHMNI 1
 
SW wire-wound reistor in series.
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POTTER &BRUMFIELD'S RELAY SERES,
 
dual coil'
 
latching relay
 UNIX 
ENGINEERING DATA 
Especially designed for overload or memory work, the KUB Approx. Weight: Open: 9.0 ozs. 
Series is a dual coil mechanical latching relay. A momentary Operate: AC: 85% of nominal voltage @ 25' C. 
impulse to one of the coils operates the relay to set the latch; DC: 75% of nominal voltage @,25*C. . 
a second pulse to the other coil releases it. Coils may be spec- Terminals: .187" standard, or .205" quick-connect. Both are
 
ified to operate on the same or different voltages. (See Coil punched for solder-connecting.
 
Data chart for latch and release voltages.)
 
These positive-latching relays are mounted on a rigid' CONTACTS: 
zinc-alloy die-cast base to protect the relay adjustmentdur- Arrangements: AC and DC to 0 Form C (SPDT) (3PDT each 
ing wiring and to provide for stable alignment of the latch coil). Please see chart below. . 
bars. Relays can be furnished with contact arrangements to Material: Gold-flashed fine silver and silver-cadmium-oxide 
6PDT (3PDTeach coil). is standard, Tungsten and :L"4..', gold alloy available. 
Rating: 5 or 10 amps @ 28 volts DC resistive, or 120 volts AC. 
80% PE. 
GENERAL:
 
old anInsuati g dM teril: la inaed p enoic.COILS: 
Insulating Material: Molded and laminated phenolic. Voltage: To 110 volts DC; to 240 volts AC. Specify voltage forInsulation Resitance:100 megohmsp 
 both latch and release coils. PleaseExpected Life: Mechanical: 500,000 operations. below. Isee Coil Data chart 
Electrical: 50,000 operations mai. @ rated blwload. Resistance: Please see Coil Data chart below.Power: DC: 2.5 watts min., 4 watts max.Breakdown Voltage: 1,500 volts rms between all elements. AC: 5.0 volt-amps to 4-pole; 7.8 volt-amps to 6-pole. 
500,volts rms between open contacts. Duty: DC: Continuous to +50 C. 
Temperature Range: AC and DC: -450 C min.-+85'C max. AC: Intermittent. 
(intermittent duty). 
Time Values: Operate: 25 milliseconds. 
CONTACT ARRANGEMENTS COIL DATA FOR RUB SERIES 
FOR KU, KUP, KUB AND KUL RELAYS Please specify coil voltage for both latch and release coils 
OtSSHATOR FOM Arranrsnt KUKUP US KUL DC Coils AC Cbils (50/60 Hz) 
1 1 Form A SPST-NO a 0 0 
2 1 Form B SPST-NC 0 0 * Up to6 Pole Relays Up to 4 Pole Relays 
S I Form C SPOT a 0C Resistance in Av. Current Resistance in Av. Current 
7 2 Form A DPST-NO a 0 * Volts Ohms Milliamperes Volts Ohms Milliamperes 
,8 2 Form B DPST-NC 0 0 a 6 13.1 450 6 2.3 850 
11 2 Form C DPOT 0 a 0 12 52.0 230 12 10 425 
12 3 Form A 3PST-NO a 0 0 24 230 104 24 42 210 
13 3 Form B a e 48 0 1203PST-NC o s56.5 1030 44 
14 3 Form C 3PDT a 1 * 110 4560 24 240 4100 22 
15 4 Form A 4PST-NO F 220 Use 110 volt relay with 500016 4 Form B 4PST-NC 0 Ohms, 5watt resistor inseries For 5and 6 pole relays 
17 4 Form C 4PDT ­ 6 1.8 1300 
18 5 Form A 5PST-NO , - 12 .72 650 
'19 5 Form B 5PST-NC ­ 24 27 325 
20 5 Form C 5POT 0 120 700 68 
23 (2) 3 Form C 6PDT 0 240 2750 3, 
31c
 
POTTER &BRUMFIELD'S RELAY SERIESm"U Li 
N small, shunting 
magnetic latching 
relay 
KUL 
ENGINEERING DATA Time Values: 
The KUL is a small, commercial, magnetic l grelay tht Operate' 25 ms max. @ nominal voltage @ 25'C. 
latching at Reset: 10 ms max. @ nominal voltage @ 25'C. 
occupies approximately half the space of mechanically inter­
locking latching relays. The use of a permanent, magnet in Weight: 34 ozs. approximately. 
parallel with the normal magnetic circuit accounts for the Operate: AC: 85% of nominal voltage @25'C. 
relay's small size. DC: 75% of nominal voltage @ 25 C. 
Reset is accomplished by reversing lhe voltage polarily in Enclosures: Clear plastic polycarbonate heat and 
a single coil relay or by energizing the reset winding in a shock resistant case. 
dual-wound coil relay. If overvoltage should occur during Terminals: A87" standard, or .205" connect. 
reset, the magnetic circuit is designed to prevent false opera- Both are punched for solder-connecting. 
tion of the contacts. 
Relays with single or dual-wound coils are available for CONTACTS: 
either AC or DC operation with contact arrangements up to Arrangements: 
3 Form C rated 5 or 10 amperes at 28 volts DC, resistive, or DC single coil:I Form C,2 Form Cand 3Form C. 
120 volts AC; 80% P. F. DC dual coil: 1 Form C and 2 Form C.-
A variety of nylon sockets is available that includes a AC single coil: I FormC, 2 Form C and 3Form C.* 
chpice of solder, printed circuit, quick-connect or screw Material: Cold-flashed fine silver and silver-cadmium-oxide. 
terminals. All sockets are rated at 10 amperes. Ratings: 
A good memory stability is offered by the KUL relay which 5 or 10 amps @28 volts DC resistive. 
will provide a continuous latch condition during loss of or 120 volts AC. a00 P. F. 
power. 
Continuous duty; coil operation is pratical because of the COILS: 
relay's low power requirements. This feature provides for Voltage: To 110 volts DC; 120 volts AC. 
the coil to remain energized in the latch position without Resistance: Please see Coil Data chart. 
damage to the relay. Duty: Continuous 
The various features designed into the KUL Series make 
it ideal for applications as diverse as alarm systems and 
machine tools, battery chargers and protective devices, proc- COIL DATA FOR KUL SERIES 
ess controls and business machines. 
AC 50/60 Hz 
DC Single Coil DC Dual Coil- AC ..d fth d-de%--
Co ResmotMre coil Rsistonco oc coaNoir nal . 10% Ken l . 10% @ 25-C Notnol reslstcnce - 10 
Vo0ogo .-555 ' voto.g,, iot.h R.t volio @2z'scGENERAL: 

Description: Small, commercial magnetic latching relay. 6 1 1 2 22 
Insulating Material: Molded phenolic. 24 472 24 350 350 
Insulation Resistance: 100 megohms minimum. 48 1,800 48 1400 1400 
Expected Life: Mechanical: 10 million operations. 
Electrical: 100,000 operations minimum 'Dual coil- available only with 1 or 2 Form C contacts. On stan­
@ rated load. dard dual coil relays, the latch and unlatch voltagc must be the 
Breakdown Voltage: same. For unlike voltages, please consult factory. 
1500 volts ris 60 Hz between allelements. "*Diodes ,n6luded inside relay for I or 2 Form C contacts. For 
500 volts rms 60 Hz between open contacts. 3 Form C, the customer must wire diodes and resistor outside 
Tpmperature Range: AC and DC: -45C to+70'C. relay. 
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SOCKETS FOR KU/KUP
 
WITH SOLDER TERMINALS-27E043 
'n (2°) 05- _(S~
2)165101A.5A 
- T HOE The chassis layout for sockets Wvith solder 
terminals (27E043) is identical with the 
S250 chassis layout for quick-connect terminals 
1.27 4,o= " (No. 27EO07), shown 
1.371 8 I 
H Socket Punch: Greenlee Part No. Sot 865s.o 
socket punch for either P&B socket No. 
--- 125 27E043 or No. E27Er67 is avdilabld from 
*.SI 297 Tul Co., Rockford, Illinois. 
1.50 250- ­
27E043 Socket with 34 MAX -

Solder Terminals
 
WITH QUICK-CONNECT TERMINALS 
27E067 AND 27E097 
19-1.3951,GFORIGNAL 
-1I875 ...- 560AOIg~ YXGL so QTh]{P 501A. (2HOLES)o~ OO (~j2)16 Lt 1 (PINL4-. It.j 4 PLACES) 1 
= R E R T(CIIASSIS LAYOUT 1270 
13701 6-0-. -.4[ I 
o
AYOUT
Sest CE W OA . 26 
.75 ktwL 'TI 25 NO.ed SOCKEt WIEt L50 Cc297j ERMINAL BARRIERS (SE 
27E067 AND 27E097 WIHLJJJ 250 AMP NO. 61347-1 QUICK-CONNET 
QUICK CONNECTERM1,NAL 34 MAX- FEMALhE TERMINALS). 
WITH PRINTED CIRCUIT TERMINALS-27E046 
(TYPI 2) 5 DI f-3? 
1HOLES 4ir+7
1Ir ".0:262DIA I = .~ - iI ~(AS REOD 
I~~_031~~II _I687 
1370 - 820 
I090 TYP I ____ j1064] 
27U6Sce Terminals1046ihPri ted Circuit 
WITH SCREW TERMINALS-27E49 
K: 2 To SuesecPheOAD maTfor 
z~~jl N . E4 O K T I5HIPz~ 
 SI0000 is 
27546Soketwih rinedCicui Sck ( T 2704, ,ttenu .6 
Tolerances on this page 07 0 T TGe
 
unless Otherwise specified: 
 A 
0 XX ±1.03'- 27E049 
oxx0 0 0100 
Schematic for 
DPDT 27E049 
2 250 - MO. 27E049 SOCKET WITHi 
SCREW TERMINALS 
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KUP SERIES ENCLOSED RELAYS '-I SER'ES OPEN RELAYS 
KUP PLAIN, OR STUD-ON-END RELAYS KU BRACKET T"PE 
179 IAf p- 2)"6-32UNC-281 
.223 MAAX. Ir53 M 
1[ ] i200-X----- 17 
1906I- MA 0 c
 
MAX. I 

0 0 MAX. - 187'7 
43is for .187' and .205" Is-

K a terminal dimensions. 
XX 2 6 A - -17 20 M 25 
-
---- 31MAX.(205)- 2 2OMAX-- 205" X is for .187" and .205' ter­
2.MAX..871--- minal dimensions, See termi-
I na! drawings be-ow.
.22 DIA. 38 

4 6-32UN0-2A 085 MAX.
 
KU STUD TYPE A9THREAD - -
t-1468MA
 
4 " 031 REF 031 REF 
KU?BRAKE MON RELYSREFA I -I 
290 MAX 21 MAAX87 MI2 
F I -32UNC-ZA- 1 TI THREAD 150 TAB 
--- --- 1165 MAX. 1- 21? WIDTH 
Also available with .125' Io­
catring tab, as well as without 
stud and locating tab. 
6"--
15 .. a x 
.....9MAX KUB SERIES LATCHING RELAYS 
375-=. . = 43 1" ,., 
14060 
L _4 -­I£7 
06
D-7 
•187 QUICKCONNECTERMINALfl 205 QUICKCONNECT TERMINAL 
KUP CORE and STUD TYPE 
jX DIMENSIONS1906 MAX --- TERMINAL 
187 STANDARD 205" QUICK CONNECT 
- 08-8"-0-320 
.1305 .312 MAE * EOR*'25
 
-2OIIREF) _31601fhI
 
WIDTH 1531 MAX. Thickness: .020" Thickness: .032" 
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS SEATED HEIGHTS: 
2 3 
2 7I 2 51.391" FOR #6-32 STUD WITH 
5aTolerances on this page .2187 LOCATING TAB. 
99 unless otherwise specified: 
1.52 FOR 2-BRACKET WITHO.XX = ±-.03" 
A B A a A B O.xxx= - 010" r6-32TAPPED CORE. 
1.282" FOR .6-32 TAPPED CORE 
WITH .125" LOCATING TAB
 
1Form C 2 Form C 3 Form C OR.218" LOCATING TAB.
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KUL LATCHING RELAYS MOUNTINGS KUL CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 
DC SINGLE COIL DC DUAL COIL AC COIL 
I FORM C I FORM C I FORM C 
2 	 f 2 
R4REE 
A~ Ai 
-KLATCH+" 
SRSET. 
LATCH 
z FORM C 	 2 FORM C 
2FORM C 
-	 z­
+ RS"E LATCH 
I3FORM C 	 3SFORM C 
o IGINAL PAGE IS 
- LATCH + DIODES 	CONNECTED 
+ ES 	 -y CUSTOMERo POoR QUAM 

OPTIONAL FEATURES AND CODE EXPLANATION OF KU/KUP/KUB/KUL
 
Type 	 Contact Coil Mountings Terminals & 
Arrang. Power (Drawings on page 5) Contact Material Example 
1 8-S2 stud. 
218" locating tab 
KU 2=2-hole bracket, KUl4Dl5Open relay. 
Base # 6-32 tapped 3POT. 0O. = 6-32 stud. .218" 
locating tab.187
3= #8-32 tapped core,Relay 
.125" locating tab. quick-connect/solder. 
4 = # 6-32 tapped core, sdver-cad-oxle,10_amps. 
218' locating tab 
Please 1= Plain case: 1= .187 quick-connectsolder. 
2=with test button, silver. 5 amps 
KUP see A=AC 3=wth neon light. = 205 quick-connect/solder. KUPI1A21 =Enclosed,relay, 
Basic 4=with test button & neon light silver. 5 amps- DPDT, AC. plain case 
Enclosed Table D=DC 5= Bracket-mount case: 	 button..187wih test
Relay 6 =with test button 5=.187 quick-Connect/solder. wihk connecttsoer terminal 
on 7= with neon light, siver-cad-oxide. 10 amps and silver cntacts, 5 amps 
S=with test button & neon light. 6= 205 quick-connect/solder, 
Page 4 9=Stud on end of case. silver-cad-oxide. 10 amps 
A=Plain ease = 632 stud: 
Bwlth test button. KUP11AAI =24V-Enclosed 
C=with neon light relay. DPDT, AC.plain case 
D=with lest button & neon light and =6-32 stud mounting, 
E=Plain case tapped core: .17"quick-connect/solder 
F=with test button. terminals and silver 
G=with neon light, contacts. 5amps. 
H-with test button & neon light. 
KUR 1 -Standard Mounting plate KUB7A12 Latching relay. 
Basic 2 937" long. 1.J81" wide 4PDT. AC. Stand mtg .205" 
Latching with two .156" dia holes quick-connect/solder. 
Relay on1 375" centers, silver. 5 amps 
KUL 	 KUL11DI2D6=Enclosed 
Basic magnetic latching relay, 
Enclosed 1-Plain case. DPDT. C.plain case, 
Magnetic 3=With neon light. (Sockets .205quick-connectsolder, 
Latching required) silver.5 amos; with dual 
Relay 	 coils for 6 volts. 
XXX XX X X X (Add XX Coil Voltage) 
(Drawings es 7 and 8) 	 (For KUL add: S-Single coil D-Dual COil fl-Coil voltage.) 
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R7412A-F
.... 
32 6-7I7 60-2305 
SPECIFICATIONS 
TRADELINE MODELS 
Tradeline models are selected and packaged for ease of stocking, 
ease of handling, and maximum replacement value. Tradeline .speci­
fications are the same as those of standard models ekeept as noted 
below. 
TRADELINE MODELS AVAILABLE: 
R7412F Differential Temperature Controller. 
TRADELINE FEATURES: 
Includes freeze and overtemperature protection and an aux­
iliary relay driver. 
Tradeline pack with cross reference label. 
STANDARD MODELS 
MODEL DIFFERENTIAL 
TEMPERATURE 
FREEZE 
PROTECTION 
OVERTEMPERATURE 
PROTECTION 
AUXILIARY 
RELAYDRIVER% 
CONTROL .. ... 
R7412A Yes ..... . 
RT7412B Yes 
R7412C Yes 
R7412D Yes 
R7412E j Yes 
R7412f[ '"jfes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
",,­
... 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
.7Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
TrMr"E9/'JURE ,ETTING RANGES:, 
Operating Range "as dfined by the temperature of the low temperature 
sensor)-­
0 to plus 210 F [minus 18 to.99 C1. 
Differential Temperature Coft'roller--
Adjustable ON and OFF differentials from minus 10 to plus 40 F 
Ininus 5. 6 to plus 22.2 C]. Factory-set at 18 F r10 C_7temperature 
difference ON and 3 F [1. 7 CJ temperature difference OFF. Plug­
in resistors vary settings (see Table 1, page I ) 
Freeze Protection 
Adjustable settings at 37, 42, or 47 F [3, 6, or 8 C]. 
Factory-set at 37 F [3 C]. 
Overtemperature 
Adjustable in 5 F 3.2 c] increments from 140 to 190 F E7 to 89 C]. 
Factory-set at 140 F £66 C3 
ELECTRICAL RATINGS:
 
Input Voltage--120V ac, 60 Hz; at 220/240 Volts, 50 Hz.
 
Load Relay Contacts-­
1 N. 0. Pole--12 AFL/72 ALR at 120V ac.
 
1 N. C. Pole--125VA at 120V ac.
 
Auxiliary Relay Drive--5 VA max at 24V'ac, 60 Hz.
 
Power consumption--? watts maximum.
 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE RANGE:
 
Controller--20 to 115 F [minus 7 to plus 46 C].
 
Temperature Sensor-­
minus 50 to plus 450 F [minus 46 to plus 232 C 
MOUNTING:
 
Controller--two screw holes in opposite corners of case.
 
Mounting screws not included. 
Temperature Sensor--High temperature sensor either mounts with 
an accessory clip or sensor has a flattened end with a mounting hole. 
34 
AND CHECKU'T'FADJUSTMENTS 
DIFFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE SELECTION 
The control settings may be adjusted by changing the ON and OFF plug­
in resistors (see Fig. 8). The R7412 is factory-set for pull-in at 18 F E10 C3 
temperature difference with a 4750 ohm ON resistor. Dropout is set for 3 F 
1. 7 C temperature difference with a 9760 ohm OFF resistor. 
To change the setting, refer to Table 1 to select the resistors needed. 
See Fig. 9 to prepare resistor for installation. Remove the old ON resistor 
and plug in the replacement. Repeat for the OFF resistor. Be sure the 
correct resistor is inserted in the proper position. Use 1/8 watt, 1 percent 
resistors, available locally. 
-
FREEZE PROTECTION TEMPERATURE SELECTION 
On models with adjustable freeze protection, the setting may be ad­
justed by changing the freeze protection plug-in resistor R23 (see Fig. 8). 
The R7412 freeze protection is factory-set at 37 F [3 Ca 
To change the setting to 37 F £3 C], simply remove the freeze protec­
tion resistor and leave it open circuited. For a setting of 42 F C6 C3 install 
a 110 kilohm resistor using the resistor preparation indicated in Fig. 9. Use 
a 48. 7 kilohm resistor to change the freeze protection setting to 47 F £8 C]. 
OVERTEMPERATURE SETTING SELECTION 
On models with adjustable overtemperature protection, the setting may 
be adjusted by changing the overtemperature protection resistors , OTI (R41) 
and OT2 (R26). The R7412 overtemperature limit is factory-set at 140 F [66 CJ 
To change the setting, refer to Table 2 to select the resistors needed. 
See Fig. 9 to prepare resistor for installation. Remove the old overtemperature 
resistors and insert the correct resistor in the proper position. Use 1/8 watt, 
1 percent resistors, available locally. 
-35 
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ADJWUION 
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<te 00M~0AI-- 0 ET0J j 00 L-L 
5~L0 LYWeWoPoRAR"j 0."n0 o J0 ED "LWL 
_'a' -", 0 
L0-

FIG. 8--ADJUSTMENT COMPONENTS OF THE R7412.2NN 
LEAD 
FI. 9--PLU-N RESISO PPAATON. DIESONS INrNCHLMLLMETIS IN cK . 
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TABLE 1--DIFFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE CONTROL
 
FOR TEMPERATURE 
DIFFERENCE OF: 
F C 
-10 -6 
-5 -3 
0 0 
1 0.6 
2 1 
3 1.7 
4 2.2 
5 3 
6 3.3 
7 4 
8 4.4 
9 5 
10 6 
12 7 
14 8 
16 9 
18 10 
20 11 
25 14 
30 17 
35 19 
40 22 
USE RESISTANCES BELOW 
FOR BOTH ON AND OFF 
RESISTORS (IN OHMS) 
27500 
15400 
11500' 
11000 
10500 
9760 
9310 
8870 
8250 
7870 
7500 
7150' 
6810 
6340 
5620 
5230 
4750
 
4220
 
3570
 
2430
 
1750
 
1210
 
co
 
-!OUEICE ,Or OpERATION 
Dampr Noral Positons th panel power 
asuN me hloilol Pepston. 
Switch 8-1 in the Off position Illdamper actuitor. 
OTAIR PLENUM Actuator Number Deeper Position 
' H-i I Closed - linked 
H-IA 
4-2 
3 
2 
I 
Open 
Closed 
Cl.sed 
#4-2A I Closed 
M-3 Closed - linked 
-4 
2 
I 
Open 
Closed 
ATIC FANt J4-5 IOpen 
SOLAR COLLECTORS f,; 
"\ S3 ILE 
:4 / 
T-5 
0El ACTUATING MOTOR THERMOSTAT 
~, 1/' // 0 DAMPER NUMBER 
t=TE4PERATURE SEN 
- . .CK STORAGE LMIT THER OSTA 
HOUSE SUPPLY MANIFOLD 
O NTIAL 
RETURN AIR MANIFOLD 
Snlar leat (AUtO Winteri With manual override switch SW-2 in 'auto* psition and the summer-wLnter 
ntChX ."t'-lwmn--epoetiLon the following eequence will take place. 
solar hent: System lb Indexed to molar he0t by differential thermostat O-I actuated by Sensor S-IIn~lector (roof) and 80anno S-2 at tollOf rock storage or low limit tb~rmootat T-4 with fenaieg 
bull, in collector discharge. When temperature difference between 8-1 and 8-2 exceed, IBF and 
collector discharge temperature rises ahove lOSr. When Indexed to solar heat a per aove Polar 
heat relay KS will be energized cauair the following, 
A) Apply power to H-I to open damper i1 end close damper 03. 
B) Apply power to N-IA to open damper 12. 
C) Apply power to H-2 and 14-2A. See below for damper sequence. 
0) 
El 
*) 
Apply power to M-3 to open damper 01 and .1oe 
Apply power to M-5 to close damper. 
start solar circulating fan f-2. 
deper #2. 
Boom thermostat T-I nodulate. M-2 and M-2A, also cycle. furnace fan V-1 and return air fan 7-3 
through eloctronic relay R-1 to maintain deirled rooa temoeratue, 
T-3 
OT AIR PLENUM 
niaperizoalpPositlon$ #th pnl 
Tsi"tio ow'"wlroktiow. 
Actuator NumbrDam 
fl-IA 
-2 
H-2A 
H-S 
H-4 
M-5 
SLrUEICZ Ur-UEZTE 
vo.c awitch 0-1 In 
I-
32Cicoed 
1 
IC 
1 
2 
I 
I 
the off Position oil deeper tctubtort 
PosJtion 
Cloned ­ liked 
Open 
Closed 
losed 
Closed ­ linked 
Open
Clone 
Open 
uJll 
F-0 
iji I III ACTUAT"S ;:DOtR 
-7 /-U---
0 
THIIRMOSTAT 
DAMPEfl !,UVIEf 
0 CK S T 0 RAG E IZEZ4LI4IT TIIEMi0STAT 
HOUSESUPPLY MANIFOLD /- L./ 
OIFFLIRENTIAL 
CON0OLLE, 
URN AIR MANIFOLO 
oetem is Indexed to cock torage nhon the temperature dilference 
ewe -! n 5-2 5 as than 3F or collector discharge teompratura Io lesn than tOOF an ronted 
by thermootatlT-4. Aloe differential thermootat DT-2 actuated by tenor 9-3 in collector diocharge
end 0-4 in rack atoro o or low llit thermostat T-5 with censing bulb tn rock otorage diocharge. 
If the temperature difference between S-3 and S-4 to above IOF and rock storage discharge insobove 
950Fthen the syotem will remain in rock etorage the following.
mode energizing relay MR case.no
S ,C A) Apply power to 14-5to clo.tng doper. Rom thermontat ?-I through electronicrer Iy R-Iwili cycle furnace fan 7-) end Ctern it fan P-3 to maintain dotaed room tomperotuzo, 
C 
SEUomCE Or OPERATION 
Daper Normal Psaitiont With pel power switch -l In the Off Position all demper actuators I 
HOT AIR PLENUM Actuator Number Carpe position 
M-1 1 Ile Of.. inked 
3 Open 
M-IA 2 Closed 
M-2 I Closed 
T 1A I Closed 
Closed - linked 
-­ c I 2 OpenClosed 
ATTIC FAN M-S 
I Open 
SO LA- COLLECTORS- \ ~ ~~S-3ILTER - --­
-'. . 
0,
T-5 
E ACTUATING MOTOR 
THERMOSTAT 
R.A BOOSTER FAN (F.)) 
1 0 DAMPERHUI4BEA 
==DTEMPERATURE SEN 
ROCK STORAGE -4 LIMIT THERMSTA 
1 
HOUSE SUPPLY MANIFOLD 
IT-' DIFFERENTIAL 
CONTROLLER 
RETURN AIR MANIFOLO 
Aux. Neat (Auto Winter): The system is indexed to cu%. heat when the temperature difterence betwen 
]6-'a n 3r or rock storage dlecharge is lea. than 90P ae Canmed by therostat T-St 
Also If the temperature direonce between S-1 and 6-2 Is less than 3F CC low limit otat T-4 In less 
than 1001 then the system will remain in aux. heat mode causing the followingi
 
Room thermostat T-I will cycle the furnace gin as per conventional furnace operation.
 
Note. The furnace 24V control voltage is off when panel power switch 5-1 Is turned off or Duer­
winter sItch 5-3 Ls in off or sue* position,
 
Amper Normal Position: With panel 
*a'usethe Uoltong position. 
Power switch 5-I in the off position all damper actuator. vil: 
4-1 
M-IA 
M-2 
-2h 
M-3 
1Closed 
3 
IClosed 
- linked 
openiClosed 
Closed 
Closed - linked 
ATCFAN// N-4 
-
M-5 
~ 
1Closed 
IOpen 
o ACTUATING MDTOR 
fl THERMOSTAT 
. DAMPER NUMBER 
AIR MANIFOLD 
OUTSIDE AIR 
COLLECTOR HEADER-SOFFIT 
f ' 
i3 
VENT no 
. 
%UXILIARY 
HEATER 
III 
R.A 
HOUS E 
OOSER AN(.') 
SUPPLY MANIFOLD 
R 0 K ST 0 R GE 
-=TEMPERATURE SENSOR 
cr== LIMIT THERMOSTAT 
[] DIFFERENTIAL 
CONTROLLER 
_____________________________ 
-CI 
Vt A ummer) With manual override switch Sw.2 in uto position1jf'2stI .. hoon seqDuence .11 ta l ace.D
V pplyT oherv o1 oentrely Vw e1rgl ed cusnge ollowing,
A)pply power t. M-1 t. coe de~p,c01ad.....,03) Apply power to M-4 to open vent damper. 
Apply power to H-S to close danper.
D Start exhauet fan in attic. 
Solar heat:. System is inoperotive. 
and the staflutr-wltptet 
*Tfl IN THE VENT MODE, THECOLLECTOR HlEADER-SOFFIT 
VENT kfi BE REMOVED. 
,u h s y tI s Inoperative.Collector'o~ertaffpcrature Alarm 
WIn collector temperature exceeds the oetpoint of thermostat t-3. h systems . Indexed to ventTycle regardless of the psltion of manual overtide switch 58- and *umer-wintir switch 5-3. Should
exhaust fan feIl to start, air flow switch will activate a pilot alarm oh panel face* The slorm 
circuit can be activated manurlly by override switch 8-4.All mode, can he sctivated manually be seLectinq modes teqLiitt .i. th q.9YLL de r4ic .- 2. 
LIST OF SERVICEMEN
 
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
 
BELCO 'INC.
 
10450 Shields
 
OklahomaCity, OK Phone 405/794-4435
 
CONTROL CONTRACTOR - BARBER COLEMAN CONTROL
 
R & B Temperature Controls Inc.
 
.7321 Broadway Estension
 
Oklahoma City, OK Phone 405/848-8573
 
HONEYWELL
 
Honeywell Service Line Center
 
6600 N. Broadway Extension
 
Oklahoma City, OK Phone 405/848-2811
 
COLLECTOR HARDWARE
 
The Binkley Company
 
Building Products Division
 
Warrenton, Missouri 63383 Phone 314/456-3455
 
SOLAR CONTRACTOR
 
Solar Engineering & Equipment Co. Inc.
 
3305 Metairie Road
 
Metairie, Louisiana 70001 Phone 504/837-7313
 
Zo 
OT-2
 
l- .... .......
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Appendix A 
CONCHO 
SOLAR HEATING 
DESIGN DRAWINGS 
FOR 
SCHOO L BUILDING 
EL RENO, OKLAHOMA 
-
CONTRACT NAS .8 32247 
SOLAR ENGINEERING & EQUIPMENT CO, I 
A-i
 
INDEX 

DWNG. CO. 
S-I 

S-2 

S-3 

m-4 

M-5 

m-6 

m-7 

C-B 

I-9q 

1-10 

I-l 

1-12 

1-13 

1-14 

C-15 

C-16 

c-17 

C-18 

C-19 

C-20 

C-21 

OF DRAWINGS
 
T I T L E
 
Module Cross Section
 
Installation Details
 
Collector Installation Details
 
Ductwork in Attic
 
Ductwork in Crawl Space
 
Air Distribution Details
 
Details - Duct Connections
 
Storage Design & Air Distribution.
 
Instrumentation - Storage
 
Instrumentation Schematic
 
Instrumentation - Lower Attic
 
Instrumentation - Crawl Space
 
Typical SDAS Sensor Connection Details
 
SDAS Installation Details
 
Control Diagram - Solar Heating Mode
 
Control Diagra - Storage Mode
 
Control Diagram - Auxiliary Heat Mode
 
Control Diagram - Summer Operations Mode
 
Typical Control Wiring
 
COLLECTOR BALANCING DETAIL
 
Service Rig for Access to Collector Area
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